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Bonnie Myers
appointed to
Calloway
school board

Murray State 66, UT-Martin 65, OT

Bill to

increase
speed limit
to 70 mph
advances

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Bonnie Leearin Myers has been appointed to the Calloway
County Board of Education, according to Lisa Gross, spokeswoman with the Kentucky Department of Education.
Myers was one of three nominees who had recently been
interviewed for the vacant position. The other two were Jenger
Deshields and Larry Crutcher.
"Once the interviews were completed, the interview committee made a recommendation to Kevin Noland, interim education commissioner,- Gross explained. "The interim commissioner agreed with the selection and Myers was notified of her
selection. She can take the seat at the next regular meeting."
"We're looking forward to welcoming Leeann Myers to the
Calloway County Board of Education," said Calloway County
School Superintendent Steve Hoskins. "We've placed her name
on the agenda for next week's board meeting to take care of
swearing her in as a replacement for Linda Avery's vacancy,
and we'll be sending her the monthly books of information
she'll need to be prepared to get right to work."
Attempts to contact Myers Friday were unsuccessful.
Hoskins had previously noted that he was looking forward
to the selection of a new board member. He added that he
looked forward to a quality, professional working relationship
with the individual chosen and he felt certain the entire board
would continue to serve the community, the faculty and staff
and the students in the best way possible.
The seat on the board was vacated after Avery, a six-year
member of the board of education, left the position to assume
her duties as circuit court clerk for Calloway County.
Initially, it was reported that four individuals had picked up
applications prior to the Jan. 22 deadline.
Hoskins said at that time, of the four people picking up
applications, one was uncertain about the districting require-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
As the operator of a courier
service, Victor Scharstein supports a move in Kentucky to

ments.

The position represents Educational Division /12.
Myers will serve an appointment that is effective until the
November 2007 general election.

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Murray State University cheerleader Heather Allen leads Lady Racer fans in a cheer during a
timeout Friday afternoon at the Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville, Tenn. The Lady
Racers beat the Skyhawks 66-65 in overtime of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
semifinal and will play Southeast Missouri State University today in the championship game.
See story on page 7A of today's Murray Ledger & Times.
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Start Writer
The local Red Cross' HEROES campaign is out to do more
than just raise money. Going along with that, the chapter hopes
to recognize everyday heroes throughout March, which is known
nationally as Red Cross Month.
Eight teams are organizing various events throughout the
month to help the Calloway County chapter of the American
Red Cross reach its $10,000 goal. The money raised will be
used locally to support Red Cross services, including disaster
relief, assistance for fire victims, emergency military conununications, first aid and CPR training and disaster preparedness
information for the community.
While fund-raising, the Red Cross hopes to recognize the
people who make the community what it is. The recognition
is part of a national Red Cross program called Hometown
Heroes.
"Heroes are the backbone of our community." Calloway
County Red Cross Executive Director Tory Daughrity said.
"They are what make our community thrive and what make
people feel safe."
Anyone interested in nominating a local hero — teachers,
parents, healthcare worker, police officers, firefighters, neighSee
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increase the speed limit to 70
mph.
"It's about time," said
Scharstein, who owns Red
Express in Covington.
The speed limit on rural
interstate highways and parkways would increase from 65
to 70 mph under a bill that has
nearly completed the legislative process.
The Senate must approve a
minor change made in the
House before the measure goes
to Gov. Ernie Fletcher for his
consideration.
Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi
Whitaker said Friday the governor supported an unsuccessful attempt to increase the
speed limit last year and looks
forward to reviewing the final
version of this year's bill,
which was approved by the
House on a 69-27 vote.
"In general, I think that we
can make some adjustments to
the speed limits without putting more people at risk and
. not increasing our fatalities."
Fletcher said Thursday. "But I
need to be assured of that ...
before I'd sign it."
State Rep. Hubert Collins,
D-Paintsville,
said
the

Local Red Cross
campaign wants to
recognize 'heroes' Pet-sitter hopes to save animals'lives
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
When firefighters save valuable items
from burning homes, sometimes those
things are four-legged, furry friends.
Shawn Maxwell, who has been a professional pet-sitter for 23 years in Calloway County, is working with a H.E.L.P.
Animals Inc., a Florida-based non-profit
organization, to buy 12 sets of animal
oxygen masks to donate to both Murray
Fire Department stations and the 10 Calloway County Fire-Rescue stations.
Each set includes three different sized
masks and costs $60 plus tax and shipping.
Maxwell is hoping to raise the funds
through Tenders, which is her pet-sitting
service, by working with her clients. But
anyone who wants to help save animals
is more than welcome to contribute to
the cause.
"I have seen cases where they tried to
rescue them years ago," Maxwell said.
"The human masks don't fit the animals."
Murray Fire Department Chief Michael
Skinner said he realizes the importance
of the masks, especially to pet-lovers like
Maxwell. He appreciates her fund-raising
efforts because otherwise the department
wouldn't have the funds to add the masks
to its trucks.
Some people do mention they have a
pet in the house. If we do find the pet,
and the pet has been overcome with
smoke, we've had guys try to resuscitate
them. Sometimes it works, sometimes it
doesn't," Skinner said. "(Maxwell) is a

H.E.LP. Animals Inc

The masks come in three different sizes to fit dogs and cats. Once the mask is connected to an oxygen supply, firefighters or other emergency responders can seal
the mask over the pet's mouth and nose and set the appropriate oxygen flow.
Professional pet-sitter Shawn Maxwell is hoping to raise enough money to dOnate
one set of masks to each of the 10 county fire stations as well as the two city stations.
big-time animal lover and this is something they've come up with that fits over Donations Sought for Pet-Sized
Oxygen Masks
the animal's face. Once we turn the air
Donations can be set to Tenders, do
on, it gives the animal fresh air."
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said he's Shawn Maxwell, 507 S. Sixth St., Murray,
seen plenty of pets pulled from burning Ky., 42071. If requested, receipts will be
sent via e-mail. For more information
about the masks, visit www.helpanimalsinc.org.
See Page 3A
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Eight students killed when tornado rips apart high school;
deaths in Georgia raise storm's toll Friday to at least 20
ENTERPRISE, Ala (API
A violent storm systeni ripped
apart an Alabama high school
as students hunkered inside and
later tore through Georgia, hit
ting a hospital and raising the
death toll Friday ti r at kasl
2(1 across the Midwest and
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As tornadoes ripped through
Alabama and the storm pushed
eastward Thursday night tornado
watches were posted in Florida
Georgia and South Carolina
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Tornado deaths

Americus
•

,

so that was delayed to 1:30 p.m.,
he said. The storm hit around
1:15 p.m.
Gov. Bob Riley on Friday
defended the school officials'
actions after touring the area.
"I think they saved a lot
of lives,- Riley said. "1 told
the principal, 'You can do
everything exactly right and
have this happen.—
Mayor Boswell said officials had yet to determine where
the school's students would
attend classes tor the rest of
the year,
He appeared drained as his
stall and National Guard crews
tried to assess the damage in
torn-up neighborhoods. At least
one other person was killed in
Enterprise, a city oh about
23.01)0 some 75 miles south
of Montgomery. Another died
across the state in rural Millers
Ferry. where trailer homes were

flipped and trees toppled, officials said.
In Sumter County, Ga., home
of former President Jimmy
Carter, Sumter Regional Hospital was in shambles Friday
morning. Officials weren't sure
whether the people injured and
the two reported dead in town
were inside the hospital when
the storm struck, Weiss said.
Near Newton, about 50 miles
to the south. Marvin Hurst was
home with his wife and 31year-old son when the storm
hit and the house "exploded."
Only a few sections of rear
wall were left standing.
"It's lust by the grace of
God that we got out," Hurst
said.
Between 40 and 60 homes
were also damaged in nearby
Clay County, on the Alabama
line. Weiss said. Another tornado killed a man in a mobile

home in Taylor County, north
of Americus,county Emergency
Management Agency Director
Gary Lowe said.
Around Americus, the storm
uprooted trees and knocked
down power lines. Several
homes and businesses were
destroyed. At Cheek Memorial Church, the wooden steeple
had toppled.
Marcia Wilson, who lives
across the street from the
Church, said she heard a huge
roar as the stomi went through.
-It felt like the whole house
was fixing to fall in," she said.
"All I could do was pray that
God take care of us and he
did."
Associated Press Writers
Greg Bluestein in Americus.
Ga„ and Elliot Minor in Newton. Ga., contributed to this
report.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

AG CAREER DAY: The Murray State University School of Agriculture Career Fair was held
Wednesday at MSU's Curris Center. Numerous ag-related companies displayed booths and
exhibits for MSU students interested in pursuing agricultural-related careers. The annual
event is sponsored by the MSU School of Agriculture's Leadership Council. Companies conducted interviews and handed lots informational packets to the students attending. Pictured
above, Scarlett Perkins, left, a senior agri-business major from Lawrenceburg, and Carrie
Price, a senior animal-equine science major from Cadiz, visit with Kori Geary, a senior agriculture education major from Beaver Dam who is also a Walt Disney World and Epc,ot Center
campus representative. Pictured below, Adam Thurston, left, and Dan Pohl work on a computer program at their Pioneer booth.
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Murray native Andy Harrell has
II turned II) his hometown to serve as
the pastor of Eastwood Baptist
('hurch. A Murray High School graduate, Pastor Harrell earned his
Bachelor of Science in Pastoral
Theolo* from Hyles Anderson
College. From 1983 to 1987, he
served as the youth pastor at
Eastwood Baptist Church, In 1988,
he 11 1(11:eft to Santa. Clara, California,
It serve at North Valley Baptist
Church. While at North Valley, he
served as an associate pastor, outreach director, ('hristian education
director and missions director. Ile also worked as chaplain with the
Santa Clara Police Depart ment fir seven years. In 1996, Golden State
Baptist College was started as it ministry of North Valley Baptist
Church. Pastor Harrell served as the Executive Vice President for
seven years, and for the past four years was the President of the college. Pastor Harrell. his wife Bt nnie. and the members of the church
would like to extend an invitation to the community to join them for
worship at Eastwood Baptist ('hurch.
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300 become citizens on USS
John F. Kennedy's final voyage
BOSTON I API
Fhree hundred immigrants trom 71> tountries took the 11.7S oath of cnizenship Friday in an aircraft
hangar during the INS John
Kennedy's final call in the port
of Boston, including seven ol its
crew members
The event was the highlight of
the second day of the warship's
rit's
,
return tu the 35th pret
home state for a five-day
farewell visit It goes out of
service later this month
'lilts is just a great opportunity we had as the ship was
decommissioning. Not everybody gets to do it like this," said
Electrician's Mate Pamela
Leach, who came to the United
States from Arima on the island
of Trinidad and has served 12
years in the Navy.

‘/14 ;. feel special to do this on
her last tourney and to serve as
her last crew
Later in March, the ship is
scheduled to reach its final port
ot call in Mayport. Fla., for
decommissioning. It will be
maintained in Philadelphia.
The "Big John." with a crew
ot*about 4.600, is more than
1050 feet long, and can carry
70 combat aircraft.
It was chnstened in May 1967
by the president's then 9-yearold daughter. C'amline. and
entered Navy service in
September 1968.
One of two remaining fossil
fuel-powered aircraft carriers in
the Navy — the rest are nuclear
powered — the ship supported
Operation Desert Shield in
1990, and was deployed in

February 2002 to the North
Arabian Sea in support of
Operation Enduring Freedom,
The Kennedy also traveled to
New York harbor after the
attacks of Sept. 11.
Many said they were honored
their legal ceremony also held
historic importance.
-This is like the movies when
they say to be American, it's
freedom and justice. and I think
this is so cool," said Elva Chen,
a computer programmer originally from Tai Pei, Taiwan.
"When I read the loath of) allegiance on this ship, I especially
think about the part that says to
take and bear arms for your
country. It's really special."
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•Speed limit ...

Bush shows loyalty to McConnell by attending fundraiser

From Front

drivers licenses for teenagers.
"This sends a terrible mesincreased speed limits wouldn't sage," he said.
go into effect until after the
Lt. Phil Crumpton, spokesman
Kentucky
Transportation for the Kentucky State Police
Cabinet has conducted engi- headquarters in
Frankfort, said
neering studies to determine if studies suggest the speed
limit
the higher speeds would be safe can be raised to 70 on
rural fourfor motorists on particular high- lane interstate highways and
ways.
parkways without a significant
Collins said the legislation increase in crashes.
excludes congested urban high"We're not opposed to it,"
ways from the higher speed limit. Crampton said.
The House specifically identified
State Rep. Jim Wayne, Dthe routes that would be consid- Louisville, said upping
the speed
ered for higher speed limits. They limit for personal vehicles and
include all the major interstate heavy trucks is "a prescription for
highways.
death." He called the measure "a
The speed limit bill survived a step backward" for highway safelengthy floor debate before it was ty in the state.
approved by the House on Friday.
Scharstein said one of the
Some lawmakers voiced concern biggest dangers on the interstate
that an increased speed limit highways is not people driving
would be dangerous for fast, but, instead, people driving
motorists.
too slow. He said the a 5 mph
State Rep. Derrick Graham, D- increase in the speed limit helps
Frankfort, said Kentucky has Kentucky conform with other
taken steps to make highways states.
safer by allowing police to pull
"Almost every other state
over motorists not wearing seat already has a 70 mph speed
belts and by mandating graduated limit," he said..

IN Animals ...
From Front
homes throughout the years.
"It would be a great public service for the citizens of
Calloway County because I
realize pets are as much a part
of the family as people are,"
Cherry said.
So far Maxwell said she as

about $400 raised and is hoping to bring in the rest by
March 10. Any money beyond
what she needs to buy the masks
will be donated to the Calloway County American Red
Cross chapter, for which
Maxwell teachers pet first aid
classes.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
President Bush was to be the top
attraction at a campaign
fundraiser Friday evening for
Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell, in a show of loyalty
to a powerful supporter gearing
up for his 2008 run for a fifth
Senate term.
McConnell, who took over
this year as the Senate's top
Republican leader, has staunchly
supported Bush's Iraq policy,
and recently led parliamentary
maneuvering that blocked a
nonbinding resolution opposing
the president's troop buildup.
Kentucky's senior senator insisted that Democrats allow a vote
on an alternative resolution on
funding the troops that was more
acceptable to Republicans.
The fundraiser, at a hotel in
McConnell's hometown, also
was to benefit the National
Republican
Senatorial
Committee as the GOP prepares
for 2008 elections that will
determine which party controls
the Senate.
"Mitch McConnell has carried George Bush's water in the
Senate by blocking debate on
the escalation of the war in Iraq,
and now the president is repaying the favor by raising millions
for Republican senators,"
Democratic
Senatorial
Committee
Campaign
spokesman Matthew Miller said
in a statement.
McConnell.
a
prolific
fundraiser, had $2.7 million on

AP

President Bush, right, and Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell of Ky., disembark Air
Force One in Louisville, Ky., Friday.
hand at the end of 2006.
Bush carried Kentucky twice
in winning the presidency, but
growing unrest with the war
contributed to Democrats picking up a Louisville congressional seat in 2006 when John
Yarmuth defeated GOP Rep.
Anne Northup.
A recent statewide poll, published in The Courier-Journal,
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Mother pleads
not guilty to
killing son
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API — A
Lexington mother pleaded not
guilty Friday to killing her infant
son.
Courtney D. Bishop, 24, is
charged with murder in the death
of 1-month-old Caleb Bishop,
who was hospitalized Feb. 21 and
died of his injuries Sunday. The
child died of blunt force trauma to
the head, according to an autopsy
report.

Town Crier
NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
The
el
Heights Water Dist. will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd.
II South 641 Water District
will be haying its First
Quarter meeting on March 12
at 4:30 p.m. at Hurt & Jones
Law Office, 105 N Sixth
Street, Murray.
• The Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority will hold a
public hearing March 15 at 9
a.m. regarding 5311 and new
freedom grants. The hearing
will be at the transit office in
the Weeks Center.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

somewhat disapproved and 23
percent had no opinion.
Larry Sabato, director of the
Center for Politics at the
University of Virginia, said the
fundraiser posed some political
risk for McConnell,especially if
the president's sagging popularity doesn't rebound.

FOR SALE

From Front
hors — can send a brief
description of the person and
a picture to Daughrity at callowayredcross@murray-ky.net.
Nominations also can be
dropped off the Red Cross
office in the Weaks Community Center or called into the
office at 753-1421.
"Heroes may be hard to classify, but each displays something — courage, dedication,
concern, conviction — that
moves and inspires us to do
more and to be more," according to the national Red Cross
Web site that features the
Hometown Heroes program
Those nominated will be
recognized at the HEROES
Campaign Celebration on
March 29 with certificates.
Their profiles also will be
added to the Web site that is
honoring heroes throughout the
country.
More information about the
program and profiles of heroes
can be viewed at www.redcrossho meto w nheroe s.org.
Donations also can be made
directly to the HEROES fundraising campaign by contacting Daughrity at the local Red
Cross office.

showed
52
percent
of
Kentuckians questioned said
McConnell should oppose the
troop surge in Iraq, while 40
percent said he should support
It. The rest were undecided. The
same poll showed 54 percent of
respondents either strongly or
somewhat
approved
of
McConnell's job performance.
Another 23 percent strongly or

3 HOMES — COMPARE QUALITY
& PRICE WITH ALL.

Medical care when you need it.
Being sick is never convenient.
When you - or especially your
ittle ones - are sick, the last
thing you need is a hassle
getting into a doctor's
office.

102 CROSSFIELD DRIVE
Open House - March 3, 2007
8 am-2 pm
Best Location In Town

Primary Care
Medical Center
provides medical
care when its
convenient for you
including evenings
and weekends.

4 Bedrooms, 3 1/2 Baths, Ready To Move Into

$275,000

If your daughter
develops a fever after
dinner, or your son is
injured at his Saturday
morning baseball game,
Primary Care Medical
Center is ready to lend a
hand. You do not have to
make an appointment or an
expensive trip to the
emergency room

1548 CANTERBURY DRIVE
Open House - March 3, 2007
8 am-2 pm
3 Bedrooms, 2 1/2 Baths
Immediate Possession

$145,000

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

Primary
a
Care
MEDICAL CEEB
Ferfi/v Pnirftct• biternei Mrtiow • Prehstrirc i%

109 NORTH DRIVE
North Villa Subdivision
ysi

MEDICAL ARTS B'JH flING POUPPAY 27r) 750 9200 • WWWPRIMAPYCAPFmEDCENTER COM
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Open House - March 3, 2007
8 am-2 pm
3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths
Unfinished Upstairs. Quality

$205,000
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Former president Does Britney trump Hillary?
disputes report on
science complex
This state review episode is
just one more crass tactic of
reprisal by Robbie Rudolph
and Ernie Fletcher to denigrate and, possibly. kill the
MSU science building complex. You will recall the wellpublicized struggle by MSU in
fhe'wall Sun of
the 2006 legislative session to
Wednesday, Feb. 214, reported
overcome the Fletcher/Rudolph
that a Review of Funthng tor
budget that provided tero
the Murray State University
funding for the MSU project.
Science Complex, Feb. 23. the
,(. called "pound of flesh
Zero!
Fortunately, both Dentocrats
review.' conducted by Goverand Republicans were appalled
nor fierCher'S Finance and
by the injustice and under the
Administration Cabinet, indicatleadership of House Speaker
ed that "MSU officials had
Jody Richards, Democrat. and
been misleading about the
Minority Leader. Jeff Hoover.
project and may have violated
Republican, the MSC $15
state laws.'
it is easy
nnIltrin funding was restored
for Phase III in spite of
to see how
Fletcher's and Rudolph's legThe Nadu( its
islative efforts to trash the
Sun could
protect. Now Rudolph and
have drawn
Fletcher are again attempting
such a negato derail the facility by misustive concha
ing state muscle to retaliate
sum because
by questioning normal proce•
of the condural steps by MSC in mor voluted
mg the 'a. elite protect fornature of the
review
ward
Guest Wee StareActually
01 course. as is '.Cry well
Kern
By
known, the Fletcher/Rudolph
all that the
Alexander
review finalrig trial denial of slate funding
Former MSU
was punishment of MSU and
ly concluded
President
was that:
its president for removing
Ruchilpti's close friend E.W
1 The
Denmson from the position (,1
sc. ience corn
He y -project started out InIttle- ,itfiletii s liret it at NISU
Rudolph even loaned Dennison
iliatel oser budget,- which
¶.25I 1.4551 to launch a spurious
is as no revelation since the
and cr istly law suit *wants(
stale underfunded the NISl'
\NI and its president.
request. and
Rudolph's get-even plan for
2 that "inconsistency
between the wording in
the NISI.' removal of De/amain
NISU's Capital Plans and the
apparently has no bounds and
Budget ot the Commoimealth
has lurther taken the toms of
may have increased conic'
J purge of the MSC regents
,ion" between MSC officials
replacing them with friends of
and state officials llie rev letA
Rudolph and Ikrmison.
found no violation ot uis
The current %Nun) into
state law
the construction of the sciCommune the law, the
ence facility is just one more
review. atter seyvial misstate example (if the Rudolph
Wins of tat ts,
retaliation that he forewarned
!Mkt] that • MSI on k ials
in a June 4. 2006, interview
should not tin the Inn iret use
with Ryan Alessi. political
Phase Ill tot'nes SIS Million)
writer tor the Lexington HerNip
tidbit
than
the
'ses
tot
ald. wherein Rudolph said
• mstruc non ii the pity siss
-one thing about winning. 1
building Ii 111 111)01,.. INC
r!et an OpporthIlltV to get
• sold he a violatikm t Kits
ha,, k .0 my opponent • Ret76,1) il 7 o - ftc review
ribution
.111 the V. Jt,
ended with the lame recom
Rtitittlpti and Fletcher
mendation that MSU officials
their "oppo-.tumid have di wussit ais- V. tit sh()uld walla: that
not the students ot
nents'
ale
qate iuItsci.ils to [Het ent MI,
west Kentucky and Murray
ii nt lerstarld1HFS in the I unite
stale 1 ant Wire the ychters in
fhe MVP:SS Is known
this election NC.II will recut'
k•ally and in Frankfort as
the satiation
the "pound of flesh" review
because at a meeting in the
FlrfliJK 5 NalIt. Current
vovernor's office in Frankton
thorax Shire I'readent Rand\
Gov-.
2007.
ins Fehniary
!ham tradh ated dun he na%
Fletcher told MSU officials
one e if the' AINI ,..trieuay in
that he was going to take his the rrierting hair the goternor
potmd of flesh" front MSI'
In tehruan 24)- and that
And former intenm President
Gm Het( het Jul not mar the
Kern Alexander. Presumably
-round
tem, Mr
itie "pound of flesh" was to
did am of the eoiernor'y slid!
be taken for my impudence
present
0,111111; to /haws.
o publicly challenging FletchGoy Heti her it,, ell aimor:
cr• budget last year, Februfor ene n ink! the st tern e
riv 200b. wherein he providries 10111(.1f11 !Mir 41.dilresWIV.
the fin ohiefro (issoi sated IA all it
ed rero funding of Phase Ill
,r the science complex
111 it transparent

LLITIOR'S NOTE The fol1,0%ing ommon cites a Paducah Sun article that was sirmho to the one that also ran
in the Murray Ledger &
limes on Wednesdas
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By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGF1FS (AP) —
There's a climactic scene in
-Chinatown" in which Jack
Nicholson tries to slap the
truth out of Faye Dunaway
about her relationship to a
young woman and gets a paradoxical reply: "My sister! My
daughter!"
Nicholson's confusion pales
next to how I feel about
media images of women. At a
time when females have
ascended to new levels of
power and prominence, a bevy
of hapless, even tragic figures
serves as jarring counterpoint.
The trailblazers include
Drew Gilpin Faust, Harvard's
first female president; Rep.
Nancy Pelosi, first female
House Speaker. and Katie
Couric, first solo female news
anchor. Facing off against
thenv Lindsay, Bntney, Nicole.
Paris, Anna Nicole.
The former are disciplined,
accomplished and show up for
work on a regular basis. The
latter have a wobbly grip on
reality or talent and drop in
occasionally for rehab or photo
ups. such as mug shots. Or, in
the final sad chapter for Smith,
they keep a date with premature death.
Add be-diapered astronaut
Lisa Nowak to the list for a
real head-spinner: A woman sat
achievement who cast herself
in a darkly comic. allegedly
criminal soap opera.

female waywardness are perfectly designed for a media
feast. Anti-Semitism, racism,
homophobia and Capitol or
corporate misdeeds generally
lack the sizzle for real staying
power; pretty &Is in trouble
are something altogether juicier.
Their escapades become first
our amusement and then our
punithment with endless hours
of TV quasi-news reports about
Spears or Lohan in and out of
rehab; Spears shaving her
head; Paris Hilton's sex videos
or DUI arrest; Nicole Richie's
DUI arrest.
But for Sen. Hillary Rodbarn Clinton, making the most
serious bid yet by a woman
for the White House, it could
AP Photo
vulAs Hillary Clinton makes her bid for the White House, be far worse. She may be
nerable to damage from a
younger
the
like
her
or
women
should the media focus on
"bimbo eruption" and this one,
generation of Britney Spears and Lindsay Lohan?
ironically, not of her husband's
making.
hole in the baby-bonnier credo
(Inc group is channeling
That's what comedian Bill
that 60 is the new 50, 50 is
their energy and ambition into
Maher (HBO's "Real Time
the new 40 -- and rationalizashaping the world. The other
with Bill Maher") suggested on
tion without end, amen. So for
Is focused on whether panties
his
TV show and in a Los
Britney
and
Lindsay
Lathan
t-or
a
are necessary apparel
Angeles Times op-ed piece
Spears, 20-something is the
night on the town or if
illustrated.
new adolescence. And their
Depends is a road-tnp must.
"Hillary Clinton will never
warm blanket of fame permits
It's a mind-boggling split
be president as long as women
any madcap actions as long as
wt.en the levelheaded and
they're made available for pub- keep acting crazy," Maher
iris gone wild: Women are
wrote. "I know it's not fair,
lic consumption.
powerful! Women are unravelbut there are too many misogWomen, of c01.11NC, are no
ing!
ynists out there who are lookmore likely to run amok than
The answer in "Chinatown"
ing for any excuse to not vote
men, as the track records of
tan incestuous father) is simple
compared with this conundrum. Mel Gibson, Michael Richards, for a woman, such as 'women
are ruled by their hormones,'
Isaiah Washington and a series
Age partly explains the
as opposed to what a president
of fallen politicians and busiwackiness. Most of the highshould be tided by — the oil
ness executives demonstrate.
living "girls" in questMn are
and gas lobby."
But the current examples of
adults but have found a loop-
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Graduates who gladly never graduate
slid-February marked the
25th .mniversiiry for this weekly
nes),simper column A kit of ink
has Iltnked through the presses
since then
sortie 1,780
weekly columns of three pages
and 7s4
()RN each
One sick benefit front being
in print is the correspondence
that conies our way in responses to various viewpoints or topics Recently a reader wrote to
ask how to contact the author
of a poem we reprinted in a
colutim early In the 1980%
It was a delightful poem.
with special meaning to those
sat us who have attended liberal
arts colleges or worked tor
them, and we reprint it again
this week in celebration of this
atauversary I Tell Them I'm a Liberaltets Major
And then, of ourse, thesnn.. km quaint
and what an, you Ruing to
do with that'
What an: I going to do with
It

Ai though dwse four phenomenal years
werr an object I iould can',
(arm from college-a bachelor's degrre acrass
ins bac* like an ermine jacket
or my education him firm
a :riling on a string.
What am I going to do with
Welt I thought perhaps I'd
put it in a cage
to see if it multiplies or
ikres trickc or sornedung
us I coidd enter If in a eat

11.5

and realt..-e a .sound
irturn

ins
;Hi estment
Then,
Is, I run
tploong
(NI

1414:

rn

14:::
By Larry
McGehee
Syndicated
Columnist

whipping
like a
folding hart
at t F
it out

W pinkies

mid Kotano
pi nu 1.

nuyht
hate It
%hipped and drive it through
Italy:
Or rand it down and sad it
What an, I going to do with
it"'
tell visa one thing:
I'm probabh never going to
plant sod around it
You see. I'm making it a
definitiw work:
repapenng parts of rnV soul
that can never he toured Insin /ninth;
WW Riau balanced in one
kaki
awning guests to watch the
been
that hits people on the head
when they go downstairs to
see the den
You dont understand
I'm wing even

breath to

tread water
in all-rught
petitions
with Hegel. Marl. and
Wittgenstein,

an-

I or,, a reckless driver
fondling the bottom of civilization
for ropes of pearls/ run wimperink hue into
on a river hank iv:1h
the
Zola
I am stopping often. .n*4:flu
net and exhausted. to wer7:
at tlw
What am I ,uoing to do wah
'
I'm going to sneak it anal.
(nun

ms _Ninth

gatherrd for ms coninumcemen:
turd mam the high desert
making low to it.
Carol lin Evans was a
ior at Metropolitan State Colkge in Denver when she published this poem in the Chronicle of Higher Education, June
9. 19/0. It would be interesting
to find her today to see how
she would address this topic
she celebrated at about age 21
now that she is probably
around 4.8
Most of my own fellow liberal arts graduates from the
1950s. when we gather for
periodic class reunions or classmate funerals, are in very
vocalized agreement about their
undergraduate foundations. 'They
believe dtat:
—Prakssional-education
paths into law, medicine, mmtsar'.', teaching. business, military
service, and other careers, are
richer when they have been
enveloped by and developed in
a cocoon of liberal arts learning
in English. history. mathematics,
sociology, political ulence, sci-

ences, and fine arts (music,
drama, visual ans):
—Learning is truly life-long,
and four years spent immersed
in the liberal arts is only an
introduction and an invitation to
seek daily and for the rest of
one's lifetime the ever-renewing
and ever-renewable sources of
spiritual, mental, and physical
meaning that' liberal arts offer;
—Love of liberal arts and
of learning them enormously
enriches the quality of life for
an individual making that pursuit, but more than that, the
region or nation that elevates
the liberal arts to the pinnacle
of awe and influence they
deserve elevates its communal
quality: and they must be made
the soul of the nation and nurtured as its soul.
What Socrates taught is still
true today: "The unexamined
life is not worth living."
Living, learning. and the liberal ans are inseparable and
essential elements in the
essaitx of existence.
Scriptures say, "Man cannot
live by bread alone."
Well, actually, man can live.
by bread alone — but it is
dam-nigh impossible to live
meaningful lives without the
yeast of yearnings for Light and
truth that the liberal arts
&splint
Larry McGehee, professoremeritus at %ford College in
South Cambria may be reached
In' e-mail at mcgeluvItOwaffoniedu.
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Obituaries

Bus wreck killing students hits small campus hard

Emery Allen Robbins III
Emery Allen(Sheik or Digger)Robbins 111,58,
Whippoorwill Drive, Gilbertersville, died
Tuesday, Feb. 27, 2007, at 5 p.m. at his home.
A retired truck driver for Bestway Freight, he
was an Army veteran of the Vietnam War and
was a member of American Legion.
He was the son of the late Emery Allen
Robbins 11 and Doris Heron Robbins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Carolyn Sue
Scalf Robbins; two sons, Emery Allen Robbins
IV and Christopher Robbins, both of Wareham,
Mass.; two daughters, Angel Bragg, Augusta,
Maine, and Kimberly Rebecca Robbins,
Wareham; three stepdaughters, Jana Leigh
Smith, Jessica Lynn Smith and Samantha Kay
Marie Smith, all of Gilbertsville; two brothers, Steven Robbins,
Marion, Mass., and Kevin J. Robbins, Benton; one sister, Patricia
Mae Robbins, Benton; 13 grandchildren, Emery Allen Robbins V.
Pocasset, Mass., Eric Brian Robbins and Christopher Paul Robbins,
Bourne, Mass., Kelsey Bartlett, Seth Bartlett, Julie-Ann Bartlett and
Elizabeth Barlett, all of Gilbertsville, Kaitlyn Bragg and Kayla
Bragg, both of Augusta, Alyssa Westgate, Jason Westgate and
Jaylynn Westgate, all of Wareham, and Kenner Roman Allen
Robbins, Dubois, Ind.; one great-grandchild, Emery Allen Robbins
VI, Pocasset.
The funeral was Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Rev. Charles Cannup officiated.
Another service will be Wednesday at 9 a.m. in the chapel of
Chapman, Cole and Gleason Funeral Home, Wareham. Burial will
follow in the Center Cemetery, Wareham.
Visitation was at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, Thursday and
will be at the funeral home in Wareham from 6 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

BLUFF! N, Ohio (AP) —
Almost every student at a small
religious university knew someone on a baseball team bus that
plunged over a freeway overpass, killing six. For the players
and coaches on board, it may as
well have been a family trip.
Four students, the bus driver
and his wife were killed early
Friday when the charter bus carrying the Bluffton University
team jumped a guard rail in
Atlanta and dropped on its side
and rolled on the freeway below.
Of the 29 other people injured,
28 were college age, hospital
authorities said. Many of the
players were sleeping when the
crash happened.
"It's one huge family," player Matt Ferguson, a freshman
who didn't make the trip, said
from campus Friday."We spend
all day togeOer. We go to classes together. We do everything
together."
Coach James Grandey, 29,
was in serious condition at
Piedmont Hospital.
Football players at the
Mennonite-affiliated
school
south of Toledo were working
Mrs. Ada Lavelle Loudermilk
out in the weight room when
The funeral for Mrs. Ada Lavelle Loudermilk was Friday at 1:30 they saw news of the crash and
p.m. in the chapel of Hillcrest Funeral Home, Shelbyville, Tenn. recognized the logo on the bus
Rev. Bobby McGee officiated. Burial was in the Hillcrest Memorial as the company that all the
school's sports teams have used,
Gardens.
.Mrs. Loudermilk. 81, Shelbyville, died Wednesday, Feb. 28, assistant football coach Steve
Rogers said.
2007, at Lincoln County Medical Center, Fayetteville, Tenn.
"That's when reality hit
She was a retired office manager for Western Union and formerly
everybody,"
he
of the Heath community in Calloway County, Ky.
said.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, James Blakley, and "Everybody was in shock.
her second husband. Clark A. Loudermilk. She was the daughter of Nobody knew what to say or
what to feel."
the late Melvin Moody and Nellie Mitchell Moody.
His players started calling
Survivors include one daughter, Jackie Ann Maupin, and her carecell phones of baseball players.
giver-grandson. Greg Maupin. both of Shelbyville.
With 1,155 students —
fewer
than many high schools
Walter Farmer
— everyone on campus would
Walter Farmer. 90, of Spring Creek Health Care in Murray, died
know someone who was on the
Friday. March 2, 2007, at 3:15 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
bus, Rogers said.
County Hospital.
"It hits home harder than it
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home in
would if it had happened at a
Hazel, Ky.
bigger school," he said.
At the regular weekly chapel
service Thursday night, a prayer
had been offered wishing safe
travel over spring break for athletes and other students, said
junior Katie Barrington, working Friday behind the counter in
the empty bookstore.

Paulson says market's
volatility not a reflection
of economic troubles
WASHINGTON IAPI —
Volatility is a normal part of
financial markets and the recent
turmoil is not a symptom of
major problems facing the economy, Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson said Friday.
Paulson said that while the
U.S. economy is experiencing
weakness in housing and manufacturing, there were "some real
bright spots" in terms of strong
consumer spending and solid
growth in exports.
"We are in the process of making what I believe is going to be
a successful transition from the
level of growth which was
unsustainable to one that is quite
sustainable." Paulson said in an
interview on National Public
Radio. "The economy is
strong."
Asked about a week in which

U.S. stocks suffered a 416-point
drop on Tuesday following big
declines in China and other
countries, Paulson said that the
volatility did not reflect any fundamental problems with the
U.S. or global economies.
"Markets at any one time
don't necessarily reflect the economic fundamentals," he said.
"As long as you have markets,
you're going to have volatility."
Paulson. who served as the
head of investment giant
Goldman Sachs before taking
the Treasury post last July, said
the global economy was "as
strong as I have seen it in any
time during my business
career."
Paulson said growth in the
United States was "slowing a
bit," but the economy was sill
"adding a lot of new jobs."
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Bluffton University students Jean Boon, left, Megan Barker, and Kan Day, right, Sophomore.
listen during a press conference in Bluffton, Ohio, Friday. A charter bus carrying the college
baseball team from Bluffton University in Bluffton, Ohio, plunged off a highway ramp early
Friday and slammed into the pavement below, killing at least six people and injuring 29,
authorities said.
"Sometimes you take that
stuff for granted," she said.
Friday, those left on campus
gathered again, wiping tears
and speaking in hushed tones as
they filed into the basketball
arena for hastily called assembly.
"This is probably about as
painful as anything," university
President James Harder said.
"We know these people on a
first-name basis."
Telephone and e-mail messages were left Friday with the
charter company, Executive
Coach Luxury Travel Inc., of
Ottawa in northwest Ohio. The
bus passed a state safety inspection on Feb. 23.
The company had only two
minor violations out of 32
inspections over the past five
years, according to state officials. The name and city
weren't printed on both sides of
one bus in 2003 and a brake
warning signal wasn't working
on one bus in 2004.
The bus, with 35 people
aboard, toppled off the ramp
onto Interstate 75 in clear, predawn weather. Atlanta police

Fewer bus crashes
The number of U S bus crashes
has declined since 1990 while the
number of people killed has
remained about the same after a
peak of 59 in 1999
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spokesman Joe Cobb said.
The team, which went 17-21
last season, was scheduled to
play its first game of the season
in Sarasota. Fla.. on Saturday
against Eastern Mennonite
University of Harrisonburg. Va.

AP

It had eight games scheduled in
Fort Myers, Fla., beginning
Monday. After the crash, the
women's softball team canceled
its planned trip for a Florida
tournament.

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

Offering A Varitty Of SevvIng Clams.
4110gLign pm ow sawing swirpies91111014911911#
Mel-Air Shopping Center • 270-7594400
Call For More Information

,
11)Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
A Daycare or the Highest Level of

Which
would you
choose.
The choice is obvious:
•Emphasis on Reading, Math and
Penmanship
'Caring, Christian Teachers
•Monday-Friday,8 a.m. -12 n
'Extended Care available till 5 p.m.
'Affordable Tuition Rates

Education for your 4a 5 year old)
Eastwood has over 25 years of experience and provides a safe, secure, and
well-disciplined environment that all
parents desire for their children.
Kindergarten classes
will fill up quickly...
Call for an appointment now!

lislweed MOIR Academy
Call Today for More Infonnation

Tel: 270.753.7744

School Program— April 271h (a 7 p.m.
open

ToPON

MEMBER of AACS/TACS
Established 1978
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Annual campaign for Big Brothers
Big Sisters is now in progress

Craig will
be speaker
Dr Emily Craig will be the
speaker at the Boggess Disseries,
Lecture
tinguished
"forensic Anthropology: From
the Crime Scene to the Courtroom- on Monday at 4:30 p.m.
in heed Curd auditorium of
the Collins Technology building at Murray State UniversiIs

The speaker holds a Ph.D.
in forensic anthropology and
is the state forensic anthropologist for the Commonweath of
Kentucky. the only such fulltime state position in the country
She has been profiled on
swIi shows as Fox's Amena's Most Wanted, A&E's Cold
ase files, the Discovery Chantiers the New Detectives, Lifetime's Unsolved Mysteries,
CBS's 48 flours. NBC's Extra
and the History Channel Persons may visit her at www.ernilelralg corn
this event is being sponsored by the department of
•Akial work. criminal justice and
gerontology and the depart
limit 01 chemistry For inure
orIllation c°mac t Dr Paul
!mar) at Kir4-250h
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Fire Protection District will meet

Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the No. I fire station of Calloway County FireRescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray.
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KAPPA MEETING: Serving as hostesses for the January meeting of the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club were, Kim Grasty, Peg Billington, Gayle Cook and Jane Bright.
The department will have its next meeting on Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Academy of
Cosmetology Arts, 1407 Main St., Murray. All members are asked to note the change in meeting place
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Wednesday •salmon patty.
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broccoli beef Wellington. *roast
turkey bread. corn bread sage
green
dressing. *seasoned
beans. *baby carrots, mashed
potatoes w/gravy. Wisconsin
cheese soup
Thursday - Domino's pizza.
•sour cream baked chicken,
prime rib sandwich on homemade bun. *new potatoes, onion
rings. *tender spinach. *vegetable medley, cream of broccoli soup.
Friday - prime sea strips.
chopped steak %Thrown gras.

*turkey divan, fried apple sticks.
*steamed zucchini. *baby carrots. cheesy potato casserole.
*chicken gumbo.
Hungarian
Saturday
goulash, *oven baked chicken.
blend,
bean-carrot
*green
*roasted potato wedges. fried
okra, soup of the day.
Sunday - breaded chicken
strips. *roast pork, baked
apples, macaroni and cheese,
w/grayy,
potatoes
mashed
*turnip greens. soup of the
day.

Walkers at 10 a.m.. Fitness
Aerobics Class at 10 a.m.. Bingo
at 12.30 p.m.. Wise Owl Book
Club at 12:30 p.m in education room. Beginner Line Dance
at I p.m. and Advanced Line
Dance at 2 p iii in the gym.
Lemon pepper chicken, rice
pilaf. spinach, whole wheat roll
and fig Newton will he on the
lunch menu
Tuesday events include
Strength and Stretch class at
1{ jilt.. Men's basketball at 9
a.m. in the gym. Women's
Issues at 10:30 a.m. in the
education room and Ping Pong
at 12. -tti p iii in the gym. On
the lunch menu will be roast
heel vs/brown gravy, baked
potato, sour cream, cabbage.
whole wheat roll, chilled pudding vs/peach slices.
Wednesday events include
.Arnichair Aerobics at 8 a.m.
or 9 a in Stride with Pride
Walkers at 10 a.m.. Fitness
Aerobics Class at 10 a.m.. Powder Putt Pool play from 10 to
II MI a.m.. Pinochle Club at
noon. and AARP tax assistance
trom 9 a.tn. to 3 p.m. on a
trod come, first served basis
in the computer lab. Meat lout

w/gravy, parsley,new potatoes,
mixed vegetables, whole wheat
read, fresh fruit cup will be
on the lunch menu.
Thursday events will be
Strength and Stretch ('lass at
a.m.. Shuffleboard League
play at 930 a.m., and Ceramics Club will take a field trip
at 9 a.m. The first part of the
AARP Sate Driving Class will
he held from 8:15 a.m. to
12:15 p.m. in the education
room. On the lunch menu will
be roast turkey w/gravy, okra
and tomatoes, corn. apple sauce.
whole wheat bread and raisins.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobic. at 8 or 9 a.m..
Open Bridge at 10 a.m.. Blood
Pressure checks from 9:30 to
1010 a.m. and Stride with
Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., the
last session of the AARP Safe
Driving (lass will be from
815 a.. to 12:15 p.m. and
Craft Class will begin at 12:30
p.m. in the gym. Spaghetti.
broccoli and cauliflower, whole
wheat bread and tropical fruit
cup will be on the lunch menu.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citliens Center is a United Was
agency

SeniorActivities
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Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at the district water office at 151 Almo Rd., Almo.
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The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at e club house. Tracy Wortham,
mbers to be present.
president, urges all board

Alexander re

mg Monday

der, award-winning writer, will present a
Constance Ale
reading her prose and poetry Monday at 7 p.m. in The Stables of Murray State University Curris Center, The event is
free and open to students and the community.

Bariatric Surgery group will meet
Bn-iatrie Surgery Support Group will meet Monday at 6
p.m. in the library of Glendale Road Church of Christ. For
more information, contact Dinah at dmattson@harvard
druggroup.com.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musicians
and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 7536979.

Red Cross blood drive today
Red Cross blood drive will be today from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Kroger of Min-,ay.

Red Cross teams plan promotion
Team ARC, made up of Calloway County Red cross volunteers and staff, will have a rebate day today from open to
close at Captain D's. Additionally, MSU's Red Cross Club and
Rotaract Club are teaming up for additional rebate nights.
The!, re are at Captain D's on Monday.

Russell Chapel plans promotion
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church has a rebate promotion anytime for people to come in to play and eat at
Breaktime Billards.

Masonic Lodge will meet Monday
Murray Lodge No 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 121
North and Robertson Road North.

Two groups plan promotion
Alpha Gamma Delta and Pi Kappa Alpha Relay for Life
team will have a rebate night on Monday from 4 p.m. to
closing at Backyard Burgers. Customers are asked to place
their receipts in the relay bucket at the register.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one
or both parents due to death and to help each other through
the hard times For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129

Project Graduation plans meetings
Calloway County High School Project Graduation committee will meet Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the media Center. All
parents of CCHS seniors are encouraged to attend as planning
continues for the event. Additionally, committee members are
also urged to check with individual committees for additional
meeting times.
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The Iltb annual Campus-Community
Buddy Campaign for Big Brothers Big Sisters started March 1 and will continue
until April 5. Suzy Crook, director, is
working with Breakfast Clubs at the schools,
School-Based Mentoring and Communitybased Mentoring to get many persons
Involved.
Honorary co-chairs are Sally Hopkins,
branch manager and president of Regions
Bank, and Dr. Brockway, vice president
lo's
and provost for Murray State University.
Datebook
The Buddy Campaign provides about
By Jo Burkeen
80 percent of the budget for the BBBS
Community
program. The goal is $25,000 and the kickEditor
off meeting was Thursday. For more information call Roger M. Weis at 809-3808.
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MSU IN
TITLE GAME
FOR 1ST TIME
SINCE 1990
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -Lately, there hasn't been a dull
moment for those associated
with the Murray State women's
basketball team.
And Friday's Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament semifinal against Tennessee-Martin
was no exception.
For the fifth consecutive
game, the Lady Racers had to
sweat out the final seconds of a
closely-contested affair, claiming a thrilling 66-65 overtime
triumph over the Skyhawks
only after junior forward
Crystal Fuller missed two free
throws at the line with no time
remaining that would have sent
UT-Martin into today's championship game.
Instead. Murray State (21-8)
its
OVC womens earned
first
OVC
tournament
ment
MSU vs. UTM Tourna
.
shot
Where: Nashmlle, TN title
When: 3 p.m.
since 1990
Records: msu ts-st and only
its
SEMO 16-4
third chance
Last Meeting:
SEMO beat MSU 66- ever
at a
63(0T)on Jan. 27 at
the show me Center postseason

AP
A charter bus carrying the Bluffton University baseball
team from
Ohio is seen after it plunged off a highway ramp early Friday
in
Atlanta and slammed into the 1-75 pavement below killing at
least
six people.

Bus CARRYING BASEBALL
TEAM CRASHES; SIX KILLED

TV, radio: WFGE-FM Champi103 7
onship.

The
Lady Racers,
who have never won a league
crown of any kind, lost in backto-back seasons (1989 and
1990) — both times to perennial powerhouse Tennessee Tech.
The Lady Racers hope the
third time is a charm against
rival and No. 1 seed Southeast
Missouri State, which slipped
past fourth-seeded Samford 5751 in yesterday's other semifinal-round matchup. MSU and
the Redhawks will square off at
3 p.m. at the Gaylord
Entertainment Center before the
men's championship game at 7.
SEMO won both games
between the two teams during
the regular season, which eventually helped it claim the reguSCOTT NANNEY / Ledger &'Times
lar-season league title over Murray State sophomore guard Amber Guffey tries to maintain possession of the ball as
Tennessee-Martin's Kimberly Cox comes in from behind in the
Murray.
first half of Friday's Ohio
"This has been a goal of ours Valley Conference Tournament semifinal game at the Gaylord Entertainment Center
in
all year to get to Nashville. And Nashville, Tenn. The Lady Racers beat the Skyhawks 66-65 in overtim
e.
not just to get here. but to win
its focus for 45 minutes yester- to stop Fuller and fellow post by
Gordian, who rebounded the
(the championship)," said Lady
day,thanks to a key play by sen- Phyllisha Mitchell, who com- ball as
Racer head coach Joi Felton.
time expired.
ior forward Erica Gordian and a bined for 34 points on 14--of-28
"Erica's a player who we
whose squad played in its secclutch effort from sophomore shooting while pulling down 19 really
ond overtime game in the last
challenged in that last
point guard Amber Guffey.
of the Skyhawks' 43 rebounds timeout," Felton explained. "I
week-and-a-half and has seen
Guffey's layup with 15 sec- in torching the MSU interior for got in her
its last five games decided by
face a little bit and
onds remaining in regulation the second time in less than a told her
how much we needed
three points or less.
knotted the score at 57-57 and week. But the Lady Racers' her to step
up. ... She made a
"We've fought all year to get
gave UT-Martin one last chance replacement for OVC Player of huge
play, and I think that
here, so I don't think I'll have a
to pull out the victory.
the Year Joi Scott got the upper- helped turn the game around."
problem with these kids keepBut Gordian had other ideas.
hand this time, and it may have
Then, Guffey did the rest.
ing their focus for 40 more minThe 6-foot Gordian and her saved the game for Murray.
The 5-foot-8 former Clinton
utes."
teammates were having little
Fuller's
game-winning
Murray was forced to hold
success in the second half trying attempt in the lane was blocked

UK hopes less glitz means more glamour
'CATS TRY TO AVOID SEASON SWEEP FROM GATORS
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — There will
be no pregame studio show from ESPN,
no record crowd of blue-clad fans filling
Rupp Arena, no golden opportunity to
knock off the nation's top team in the
midst of a lengthy winning streak.
No home field advantage Sunday
against No:5 Florida in the regular season
finale? No problem. say Kentucky's players.
Although it may lack the luster of the
Wildcats' first meeting with the defending
national champions. Kentucky guard
Riunel Bradley said circumstances in
Gainesville may be even more ripe for an
upset than they were last month in
Lexington.
"I think things will be much calmer for
us this time," Bradley said. -There isn't as
gpach hype for this game as there was for
Ste last one. We don't have all day to think
about this game, and there aren't going to.

be as many distractions. I think we will be
more relaxed."
Bradley's game-tying 3-point attempt
bounded off the rim at the buzzer in
Florida's 64-61 victory last time. On
paper, it might seem the stakes aren't as
high in the rematch, but don't tell that to
the Kentucky players.
Florida(25-5, 12-3) has wrapped up the
Southeastern Conference title, and
Kentucky (20-9, 9-6) is clearly NCAA
tournament bound, even though it will
miss a first-round bye in the SEC tourney
for the second straight year.
The Gators, however, have lost two
straight road games to jeopardize a top
seed in the NCAA tournament that
appeared a lock just weeks ago, and the
Wildcats had been reeling with four losses
in five games prior to beating Georgia
Wednesday night.

AP

Tubby Smith and the Wildcats will go
into Florida Sunday hoping to pull off the
upset. Something they almost did last
time the two team's played earlier in the
season at Rupp Arena in Lexington

ATLANTA (AP) — A small
college in Ohio was thrown into
mourning Friday after a bus carrying the baseball team tumbled
over the side of a highway overpass and slammed onto the pavement 30 feet below, killing four
students, the driver and his wife.
The team from the close-knit,
Mennonite-affiliated
Bluffton
University was making its annual
spring training trip to Florida
before daybreak when the charter
bus crashed, scattering bags of
baseball equipment across the
road and splattering blood on the
overpass. Some of the athletes
climbed out the roof escape hatch,
dazed and bloody.
"I just looked out and saw the
road coming up at me. I remember the catcher tapping me on the
head, telling me to get out
because there was gas all over,"
said A.J. Ramthun. an 18-year-old
second-baseman
from
Spnngfield. Ohio. who was
asleep in a window seat and suffered a broken collarbone and
cuts on his face from broken
glass. "I heard some guys crying,

'I'm stuck! I'm stuck!"
Investigators said the driver
apparently mistook an exit ramp
for a lane and went into the curve
at full speed. It was dark at the
time, but the weather was clear.
On the 1,150-student campus
in Bluffton, about 50 miles south
of Toledo, students and community residents — some wiping away
tears — filled the gymnasium to
grieve and learn more about what
happened. When news of the
crash appeared on television, students desperately tried to reach
some of the athletes on their cell
phones.
Sophomore Courtney Minnich
said that at a college as small as
Bluffton, "even if you didn't
know everybody, it will hurt.
because you've seen them on
campus."
Classes were canceled, along
with other sports trips that had
been scheduled during next
week's spring break. Airlines
arranged for the players' parents
to fly to Atlanta free on Friday
evening, and a candlelight vigil
was planned for Friday evening.

Allenby, Wi share
lead at Honda Classic
ALLENBY LOOKING
TO BREAK STREAK;
FINISHES SECOND
ROUND AT TOP
PALM BEACH GARDENS,
Fla.(AP) — Robert Allenby finished his round around lunchtime,
and left PGA National thinking
he'd be within two or three shots
of the lead by day's end.
He ultimately was wrong, and
probably thrilled.
Allenby shot a 2-under 68
Friday, getting him to 5 under
after two rounds of the Honda
Classic and into a tie atop the
leaderboard with first-round
leader Charlie Wi — who shot a
wild round of even-par 70.
Allenby is winless in his last
139 PGA Tour events, yet came
here this week insisting that it's
only a matter of time before that
streak ends — and his play is
backing up that assertion.
"I think 5 under is a pretty
good score after two days." the
Australian said. "This golf course
is only going to get tougher from
this moment on."
It's plenty tough already.
While the wind was down a bit
from Thursday. the breezes did
pick up a bit as the second round
went along — and par remained a
very solid score. The cut was 4over and only 30 broke par. with
71 9 being the average score for

AP

Charlie Wi watches his tee
shot on the No. 17 during the
second round of the Honda
Classic Friday in Palm Beach
Gardens, Fla.
the round.
Will MacKenzie and Steve
Stricker were tied for third at 3
under after 69s, and Daniel
Copra, Joe Ogilvie, Mathias
Gronberg. Camilo Villegas and
Mark Wilson were another shot
back. Wilson and Gronberg shot
66s, the best round of the day.
"These pin positions aren't as
tough as they would be at a major.
but tee-to-green, it's set up like a
U.S. PGA," said 2005 winner
Padraig Harrington, who was
among a group another shot back
at I under.
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WE GOT SPIRIT: The Calloway County Varsity Cheerleading squad recently competed at
the state KAPOS cheerleading competition. The squad represented the First Region in the
large varsity category, placing seventh out of 13 squads, moving up two spots from last
year's results.
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Nichole F-laytS 23i dribbles down the are past Martin's Alishia Glover in the first half
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as very aggressise offensively.- Tamil
added
"We were letting her get too far in the lane. She
was itt a it 'nit.' She was ;1 relentless warrior, and
than stirs the \ won the game
gaio: the I.ady Raters a one-point advantage 5,11 het iii 51 lice toss with 41 seconds to play.
hut she missed the setond opportunity, Marna Lee
grahked the rehound, hut the Sky hawks came up
Anti a Itsfse hall in the backcourt and took off
(Ina! shut at the \Aston,.
downtourt tor
Fuller gig the hall III the low blotk and was
Ii uled hy freshman Jasinyne Thornton as time
expired. giting Fuller a chance to send I. -FM to the
finals on two tree Ihtows with no unit: remaining
on the Its, It But two misses ended the Sky hawks'
season,
"It was a tough battle, and we knew it would
he,- Felton t !alined "( ha main locus alter playing
them the last time was defense and rebounding. .
the main thing I think it came down to was defense stops We got them when we needed them'

Racer golf opens spring season
with a win in Mississippi
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of Jaskson Stale
whit had ri;tinds of 72 '2,144
Murras State -, Jells Pike
plated lotirth with rounds oi

Ratll Corte,

71=149 and Mitt hell Moore fin
ished fifth with rounds ol 747r, so Nick Griffin had a sold
showing with an 11th place finish with scores of 73-80=153
an51 K‘lc Landrum t Hushed 29th
with scores of 81-77=158.
N1SL•s next challenge is the
(iro‘cr Rigs' Classic hosted by
Martin at the Jackson. Tenn
Country Club Monday Mar, 5
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Neurosurgery
Clinic
Now Open

Spring Milditie 2007
Each Monday Night
March 5 - May 28 • 7 pm-9 pm
Subjects & Instructors:
Proverbs • Johnny Polk
2 Corinthians - Robert Meredith
20 minute break between classes
Come to all classes, or as many as possible

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 murrry Paris Road
Hazel, KY 42049
Phone:(270)4924206
Web: greeriptain-or9

lanai) greenpliiintrgreenplain.org
1 mile off Hwy. 641
on the corner of the
Green Plain and Murray Paris Road

March 5 - 6
Miller Golf Course
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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Come support your
Lady Racer Golf Team!
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62nd District Playoffs
District Finset{
Elliott Co 72 East L.arler 54
63rd District Playoffs
District Finals
Russell 68, Lewts Co 56
64th District Playoffs
District Finals
Ashland Blazer 68 Boyd Co 66
GIRLS BASKETBALL
District Playoffs
5th District Playoffs
District Finals
Lyon Co 60 Livingston Central 43
6th District Playoffs
District Finis
unron Co 58. Henderson Co 55
14th District Playoffs
District Finals
Warren East 68 Greenwood 40
17Th District Playoffs
District Finals
Elizabethtown 60 North Hardin 56 OT
19th District Playoffs
District Finals
Nelson Co 52 Bethlehem 4€
20th District Playoffs
District Finals
Manon Co 100 Adair Go 89
21st District Playoffs
District Finals
Ridge Park 69. Lou Hot,
Pleasure
Lou
Cross 59
22nd District Playoffs
District Finals
Lou Iroquors 65. Lou Butler 63
26th District Playoffs
District Finals
Lou Assumption 54. Lou Moore 50
27th District Playoffs
District Finals
Lou Sacred Heart 52, Lou Ballard 43
28th District Playoffs
District Finals
Loc. Christian Academy 46 Lou Eastern
54
30th District Playoffs
District Finals
Shelby Co 55. Anderson co 39
31st District Playoffs
District Finals
Carroll Co 42. Owen Co 41
33rd District Playoffs
District Finals
Conner 58, Boone Co 48
36th District Playoffs
District Finals
Highlands 80 Newport Central Catholic
56
37th Distnct Playoffs
District Finals
Bishop Brossart 53 Scott 26
41st District Playoffs
District Finals
Woodford Co 41 Franklin Co 39
42nd District Playoffs
District Finals
Scott Co 77 Let Henry Clay 73
43rd District Playoffs
District Finals
Lexington Catholic 72 Let Christian 68
20T
44th District Playoffs
District Finals
Madison Southern 67, Berea 53
48th District Playoffs
District Finals
Wayne Co 68, Pulask. Southwestern 58
49th District Playoffs
District Finals
Clay Co 74 Jackson Co 50
52nd District Playoffs
District Finals
Harlan 87 Cawood 77 20T
56th District Playoffs
District Finset
Estiit Co 50 Powell Co 46

New Wave
Communications'

where you live and work

1•46

. •

Friday's scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
BOYS BASKETBALL
District Playoffs
let District Pisyoffs
District Finals
Fulton Co 70 Fulton City 38
2nd District Playoffs
District Finals
Paducah Tilghman 77 Heath 54
3rd District Playoffs
District Finals
Mayfield 60 St Macy ob
Ilth District Playoffs
District Finals
Meade Co 54. Hancock Co 41
12th District Playoffs
District Finals
Grayson Co 53. Edrnonson Co Sr
13th District Playoffs
District Finals
Frankan-Simpson 57. Flussehtlie 52, OT
15th District Playoffs
District Finis
Alien Co -Scottsville 58. Barren Co 38
16th District Playoffs
District Finals
Clinton Co 52 Russet Co 43
19th District Playoffs
District Finals
Hart Co 59 LaRue Co 48
22nd District Playoffs
District Finals
Lou Butter 62 Lou Doss 54
23rd District Playoffs
District Finals
Lou Central 66, Lou Shawnee 63 20T
26th District Playoffs
District Finals
Lou Fern Creek 52 Lou Moore 42
27th District Playoffs
District Finals
11 Ballard 65 Trinity (Louisville) 51
,
Lt.
30th District Playoffs
District Finals
Andersob Co 65 Shelby Co 60
34th District Playoffs
District Finals
Dixie Heights 64 Lloyd Memorial 58
35th District Playoffs
District Finals
Coy Catholic 53. Holmes 50
38th District Playoffs
District Finals
Samson Co 69, Deming 45
40th District Playoffs
District Finals
Geine Rogers Clark 73 Montgomery
Co 46
45th District Playoffs
District Finals
Boyle Co 65. Lincoln Co 64
46th District Playoffs
District Finals
West Jessamine 53. East Jessamine 37
47th District Playoffs
District Finals
Pulaskl Co 64 Sun terset 52
50th District Playoffs
District Finals
South Laurel 75 Corbin 48
51st District Playoffs
District As
Pineville 66 Knox Central 64
54th District Playoffs
District Finals
Hazard 78 Bockhorn 68
55th District Playoffs
District Finals
Breathitt Cc 44 Wolfe Co 59
57th District Playoffs
District Finals
Magiottic Co 73 PallitSVilie 71
59th District Playoffs
District Finals
Shelby 1/alley 62. Pikevele 49

.0.

▪
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Nobody can protect your
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • MMITtly, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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United We Sing II to feature Christian music at MSU
Did you know... A wide vari- co-op and/or internship positions.

Chamber
ChM
By Lisa
Satterwhite

ety of Christian
music will be featured at United We
Sing II Mar. 11 from
3 - 5 p.m.? This
event will be held
at Lovett Auditorium on MSU's campus,
promising
beautiful acoustics.
Soloists as well as
local groups will
sing at this 2nd
annual
gospel
songfest which benefits United Way
through a love offering. For more information contact United Way at 753-0317.

Coming Up Around Town:
Red Cross Bloodmobile, Kroger,
Today, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m., free giveaways to all participants.
Dessert Cabaret, Calloway County High School Cafeteria, tonight,
6:30 p.m., fundraiser for spring choir
competition.
Miss Julie by August Strindberg,
Actor's Studio Theatre, Wilson Hall,
MSU, Room 310 B, Tonight, 7:30
p.m.
Variety! Music, Memories & More,
Badgett Playhouse, Grand Rivers,
Tonight, 8 p.m., call 1-888-362-4223
for tickets or visit www.grandriversvariety.com for complete show schedule.
Intercollegiate Horse Show, Cherry Ag Expo Center, through Mar. 4,
9 a.m., free admission.
KHSAA Regional High School
Tournament, RSEC, Mar. 5 - 13.
MSU Career Services Spring Career
Fair, Curris Center, 3rd Hr., Mar. 7,
10 a.m. - 2 p.m., full-time, part-time.

Jesse Stuart Writing Symposium
featuring author Ed Sanders, Freed
Curd Auditorium., 1 & T Center,
MSU, Mar. 8, "The Writer and Social
Activism" panel discussion - 3:30
p.m.; Sanders reading - 7:30 p.m.,
free.
Murray Civic Music Association
presents The David Johnson Chorus,
Lovett Auditorium, Mar. 9, 2:30 p.m.
The Four Tops & The Temptations, Carson Four Rivers Arts Center, Mar. 10, 7:30 p.m.
Character Counts Celebration,
'Character Counts Fusion 2007', Curtis Center, Mar. 10, 9 a.m. - noon,
MSU
Animal
Health
Technology/Pre-vet Club Doggie Day
Spa with Humane Society micro chipping pets, Carmen Pavilion, College
Farm Road, Mar. 10, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Meet the Lakers, Laker Field, Mar.
10, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
United We Sing ll benefiting United Way, Lovett Auditorium, Mar. 11,
3 - 5 p.m., wide variety of Christian music.
4-H Horse Judging, Cherry Ag
Expo Center, Mar. IS, 9 a.m., free
admission.
Larry the Cable Guy, RSEC, Mar.
15, 7:30 p.m.. call 1-877-894-4474
for tickets.
IHSA Regionals, Cherry Ag Expo
Center, Mar. 17, 9 a.m., free admission.
Real Women's Expo 2007, Executive Inn Convention Center. Mar.
17, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
American Red Cross Lifeguard
Re-certification: Mar. 18, 9 a.m. - 1
p.m.; CPR for the Pro Rescuer Recertification: Mar. 18, 1- 4 p.m., other
sessions to follow, call 753-1421 to
register.
Bull Sale, Cherry Ag Expo Center, Mar. 20, 1 p.m. - viewing: 6

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo
The Frap House on 15th Street just off campus celebrated its one year anniversary recently with a ribbon cutting.
Hailing from California, Steve and Christy Skaggs moved to Murray and settled with their family opening the cotfee shop. The Frap House also serves daily specials and is a wireless hot spot. Stop by, visit and 'espresso yourself'. Call the Frap House at 761-4200
p.m. - sales, free admission.
Loretta Lynn in concert, Carson
Four River Art Center, Mar. 22, 7:30
p.m.. call 1-800-450-4444 for tickets.
Pony. Horse and Mule Pull, Cherry Ag Expo Center, Mar. 23. 6 p.m.;
Mar. 24, 11 am. - mules; 6 p.m. horses. $5 per person per event, kids
under 12 free.
Make A Difference Day. Stewart
Stadium, Mar. 24, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Tracy Lawrence in Concert, Lovett
Auditorium. Mar. 28. 7 p.m., tickets
$10 - $15. call 1-877-894-4474 or
visit www.ticketmaster.com. Presented by American Cancer Society Relay

(or Life, McKinney Insurance Services and Froggy 1(13.7 FM.
Cirque Dreams Jungle Fantasy, Carson Four Rivers Art Center, Mar. 30,
7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School
PTSA Family Fun Night, CCMS. Mar.
30, 6 - 9 p.m.
Knights of Columbus Bingo, K of
C Hall, 332 Squire Rd.. every Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.

Welcome New Chamber
Members:
Ecotone Services. Inc.. Jeff Fletcher, government facility maintenance.
313 Hood Street. PO Box 772, Dover,

TN, 37058.
Murray Youth Swim Team(MYST),
youth sports, c/o 46 Gentle Drive,
Murray, KY. 42071.

Business After Hours/Ribbon
Cuttings:
The KY Voice, 405 South LP
Miller, Mar. 8. 11 a.m. (ribbon cutting).
For more information on becoming a member of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
or hosting a Chamber event contact
Tab Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at
753-5/71.

Murray Woman's Clinic is named
'better performer' by MGMA group
The Medical Group Management Association (MGMA)
has identified Murray Woman's
Clinic as a "better performer"
because of superior operations
compared with similar medical
group practices nationwide.
Only 11 other practices in Kentucky received the designation.
The MGMA report titled,
Performance and Practices of
Successful Medical Groups:
2006 Report Based on 2005
Data was compiled from more
than 1,200 respondents, and was
supplemented by additional
questionnaires. The report profiles medical groups that have
demonstrated success in one
or more business areas: profitability and cost management;
productivity, capacity and
staffing; accounts receivable
and collections; and patient satisfaction.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
been providing Murray area
families with women's healthcare for over 50 years. They
are a private practice that is
"committed to providing comprehensive and compassionate
quality care," said practice manager Gary Houck.
"This is, naturally, very gratifying to our physicians, nurse
practitioners and all the staff,"
said Dr. Gene Cook, president
of the Clinic's Board of Directors. "We are proud of the
quality of care we provide, but
we're also very proud of the
people who provide that care."
The Clinic staff was honored recently when the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
named its new Woman's Pavilion in honor of Dr. Conrad

Photo provpded
Dr. Gene Cook, left, President of Murray Woman's Clinic, and
Dr. Conrad Jones share a moment of celebration at the news
that Murray Woman's Clinic has been named a "better performer" by the Medical Group Management Association
Jones, the senior member of
the Clinic's physician staff.
Murray Woman's Clinic
recently expanded its services
by adding Dr. Jason Hunt to
the medical staff, and by joining with the Center for Reproductive Health in Nashville to
provide special treatment for
infertility. "These developments
are not included in the current report." said Houck. "So
we expect a very positive report
from the MGMA during its
next survey."
The Clinic is located at 305
South 8th Street in Murray and

may be contacted by telephone
at 753-9300. It has regional
offices in Draffenville and
Cadiz.

Photo provided
NEWEST MEMBER: Innovative Printing has become the newest member of the Murray State
University Town and Gown program. Pictured from left are Town and Gown Coordinator Kim
Griffo, Innovative Printing owner Marc Peebles and MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn. Through
this program business and community members are able to interact with the university in various ways that include participating in forums, serving on an advisory committee or focus
group on Town and Gown issues, and providing guidance and suggestions to President Dr.
Randy Dunn. For more information, contact Gnffo at 809-4415 or kim.griffo@murraystate.edu

Openings For New Clients

insurance designed to fit your business

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
AN returns tiled electrontOCIRY.

gav Snail93usinessi
State Auto's Series One Business
Policy is perfect for small-to
mid-size businesses. It's simple,
complete coverage. It gives you
big business benefits, but at small
business prices. Plus you can

The Insurance Center
of Murray

count on State Auto for professional and courteous service.
Call today for more information

McNutt Insurance
11.8 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Weataide • Court Square
Your beet ineuranee is a good agent

MATE AtrrCP
ranrotCaroms
Gin McNutt,CLTC
Mike Young. ARM

901 Sycamore Street, Murray
CHARMING HOME IN. CAMELOT SUBDIVISION. Great 3 BR, 2
bath home with recent upgrades. New replacement windows, new
exterior doors, and custom closets. Spacious kitchen with plenty of
cabinet space, new countertops, sink, dishwasher, and fixtures.
Dining area is open to the living room and has a great view of deck
and yard. Large landscaped corner lot in Murray city limits. 5119,500
mls 017064

270-753-8355
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Rainfall wasn't ideal for anglers
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Cole and Sam Hatcher hold up this gar they took while
on a recent fishing trip with their father, Brent. and Ledger
& Times columnist Jerry Maupin
deetti as a perfect place to attract
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Cole and Sam Hatcher pose with some bluegill and shellcrackers the reeled in while on a recent outing at Kenlucky Lake.
you which one you prefer.
For many years, we have
depended on, and expected, the
crappie action to begin at Big
Sandy River. It's the first large
stream that sits back in among
the smaller creeks and bays.
It has always been the first
area to receive warm waters
and triggers the crappie to
spawn first.
Now, don't misunderstand
me. There isn't much difference.
but they're usually a few days
in advance of the Cypress and
Blood River and Jonathan Creek
areas.
Kentucky Lake is a very
special lake that covers approximately 190 up to the Alabama state line.

We enjoy both species of
crappie, the largemouth, smallmouth and Kentucky bass,
hybrid stripers, rockfish stripers,
white-striped bass, yellowstriped bass and the yellow
perch that have migrated down
from the great lakes.
Native sauger — occasionally walleye — will migrate
from the great lakes. Of course,
the Asian carp and the bighead carp, which came to our
lakes by way of Mobile Bay
shipping and the great lakes,
are more and more active and
numerous.
This winter has been tough
on everyone, so we are hopeful for a fantastic spring and
a great spawning season.

Many new lures are on the
market again this year, but it
will be hard to beat the roadrunner jig for casting the flats,
creeks and ledges when the
crappie are spawning.
Actually, the pre-spawn
move produces more caught fish
than at any other time. However, once both the male and
female crappie of both species
complete their spawning, they
will feed heavily for several
days.
I have mentioned before that
the black crappie species will
spawn first, even though you
can catch both species in the
same areas.
Often, they are as much as
two weeks ahead of the whites
and can be found in the same
areas.
Hopefully, we will also have
a great spring spawning of our
largemouth. smallmouth and
Kentucky bass species.
The mossbeds are ideal for
nesting sites. So when you are
back in the bays, try to travel with the trolling motor so
you will not destroy the nesting sites.
I see a lot of you basschasing anglers who do a lot
of moaning and groaning about
the population begin down, or
hard to locate: But you run
your boats with the big engines
through these mossbeds and
grassbeds, chopping up the
cover, the eggs and the fry.
Be responsible. please.
Happy Fishing!

Deer-free antler hunts can yield curios, trophies, insights
By STEVE VANTREESE
For The Associated Press
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Antlers are bone. not horn lime
becomes a factor in finding shed antlers
because squirrels and other rodents
will gnaw them for the mineral content in the bone.
Fallen antlers might be tound wherever deer are found, and that injects
the element of hunting into antler
sollecting
Experiemed bone pis kers often
late
focus on three types It areas
winter tood sources, where deer activ ity is most focused at this time of
year. bedding areas, most often thickets or secondary growth areas of security tor daytime loafing: and trails
that channel traffic between food and
shelter areas.
Hunters particularly may enjoy the
late winter freedom to enter deer bedding areas, when spooking a deer
won't affect their next hunting months
from now. The search for antlers can

he combined with scouting to reveal
what sort of deer sign lies in security areas they'd be reluctant to disturb just before or dunng the hunting period.
Some antler gatherers seem to put
more confidence in searching trails
than either feeding areas or bedding
zones_
Both bedding and feeding locales
can be large, raising the needle-in-ahay stack factor. Bedding areas, by
their very nature, can be difficult
places to search because thick cover
may limit visibility.
Trails, on the other hand. are linear, meaning that it will be easier to
cover and see where dropped antlers
have fallen from bucks that used the
common paths. Trails, meanwhile, are
most defined and easily detected in
late winter before the new growing
season ot spring_
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Key Kar Rental
call Den 7dayl
270-753-9955
Located at ilth & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

event will be held out of Kenlake
Marina in Aurora on June lb. A
two-day Super Tournament — the div
sion's fifth and final event — will
he held out of Kentucky Dam Man
na in Gilbensville Sept. 29-30.
Following the end of regular
season competition. the top 44) boater,
and 40 co-anglers in the LBL Div
stun will advance to the Fort LoudounTellico Lakes Regional Championship
in Lenoir City, Tenn.. Oct. 18-20,
and will compete against anglers from
the Barna, Music City and North
Carolina for an All-American berth
In DEL competition. boaters supply. the boat and compete from the
front deck against other boaters. Coanglers compete from the back sleek
against other co-anglers.
As the nation's leading provider
of affordable, close-to-home weekend tournaments, the BR. is widely
credited with opening competitive bass
Fishing to the masses. It also serves
as a steppingstone for anglers who
wish to advance to the Stren Series,
and ultimately the FLW Tour — bass
fishing's most lucrative tournament
circuit
For more information about FLW
Outdoors and its tournaments, visit
Fl.WOutdoors.com, or call (270) 2521000.

The search tor antlers can benefit
hunters for deer in the flesh by revealing a clearer picture of popular deer
trails hoof-hammered into the ground
by late winter.
Higher-odds locations for antler
hunting are places where deer are
required to jump to continue their
travels. Spots where trails or bottlenecked travel routes lead to and over
fence jumps or small, but deep ditches may collect antlers more often
than randomly.
A fence jump or sharp creek bank
decline will force a deer to exert a
little more force against its loosening antlers when it lands from a jump
or catches itself from descending a
steep bank. Additional force, perhaps
a little whiplash, may induce antlers
that are coming loose to let go nght
then ans1 there

LBL to re-open
wildlife refuges
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
Land Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area will -open Rushing Bay, Duncan Bay, Duncan Lake,
Smith Bay, Fulton/Honker Bay,
Honker Lake Refuge, Long Creek
Waterfowl Refuge and portions of
Energy Lake on March 16.
Hematite Lake will also be open
March 16 for bank fishing only.
'These areas are closed Nov. 1
through March IS as waterfowl and
eagle refuges. and we appreciate public cooperation in protecting these
areas for wildlife," said Becky Foust.
LBL wildlife technician. —The majority of our wintering eagles and
waterfowl will have begun migrating back north by early to midMarch. permitting us to re-open the
refuges."
The USDA Forest Service, one
of the nation's leading providers of
outdoor recreation. manages LBL.
Special fishing regulations for LBL's
interior lakes arid ponds can be
found in the LBL Angling Information sheet. To obtain an information sheet, stop by any LBL welcome station or call (270) 924-

=1
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CLASSIFIEDS

Imes

classified.murrayledger.com
ADJUSTMENTS

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Musray Leaver & Times Fair Hinnias Ad Notice

All real estate advertised herein asublect to the federal Fair
Housing Act, wluch makes a illegal to advertise any prefer
4110r idnitait1011 ur &elimination based ort Nat tutor, rei
gion sea handicap, tamikal status or national urittlm,
tmention re make anr sudi preferencex limitations or do
mnunation
State Laws forbid discnnunation in the sale, rental oradser
twang at real estate based on factors in addition to those pre
acted under federal law
We will knowingly accept any advertising for real estate
which is not in violation is the law All persons ate hereby
ireormed that all dwelling adyertued are ayulable Sm an
equal opporturuty basis
For further inestance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements.
contact NAA Counsel Rene P Warn
1703)648-100t)
iii
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190
196
200
710
220
260
270
280
265
300
320
130
140
360

410

Fenn Equipment
Heavy &error
Sports Equipment
Firewood
rural
Mobile Herne Lots For Salo
Mobile Homes Fot
Mobile Homes For Rent
Motor Home Lots For Rent
Etriner Renate
Apertments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Hours For Rent
Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Suppiles
Public Sao

425

La.'s For Rant or Lis

370
380
390

Storage

130
436
440
446
450
456
410
470
4410
416
490
416
SOO
510
520
530
560

570

Real Ears
lor Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rant
Fame For Sale
Acreage
Horne. For Sim
a ATV
Auto
Sport Utility Vieftlea
Usocl Can
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Scots & Motors
Service. °herr
Free Column
Tobacco & Supers

Pena

I +I.

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
WI Discount 3rd Run.
Atk, Must Run Within b Das Period
5.3.35 per column inch extra for Monday ISho pin: Guide/
I I N. I
\I
$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2P wards 5,5Q each
Additional Consecutive Days: 1.11 per worcl per day.
$1 lS extra for "'hi,leer Non. Classifieds go into
Shopping (..utdel
1.3.00 extra for blind box ads

\t I It 11.. k I 1\1
.'s;1 i
TIll 1\ 111411 \I NO I \ IR \ 11 \ 14,1

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
NNW'
THE Murray Ledger &
LEGAL NOTICE
Times considers its
A final settlement of the sources reliable, but
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court inaccuracies do occur.
by Wanda Canup and Readers using this
Ralph Duncan, Co- information do so at
Executor in the estate of their own risk. Although
Martha McKendree
persons and compaExceptions to this settlement must be filed in the nies mentioned herein
Calloway County District are believed to be repCourt on or before the utable. The Murray
hearing, which is set for Ledger & Times, nor
the 14th day of March, any of its employees
2007
accept any responsibilLinda Avery
ity whatsoever for their
'ircuit Court Clerk
activities.
LEGAL NOTICE
060
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Itsip Wanted
Calloway District Court
by
Ted
Edwards,
Executor in the estate of A child needs you'
Become a foster parJ.W. Edwards, Jr.
Exceptions to this settle- ent, up to $36/day.
ment must be filed in the WKUMFS
Calloway County District 270-443-9004
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 14th day of March
2007.
Linda Avery
Experienced
Circuit Court Clerk

KELP WANTED
Brick Masons

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
and Laborers
,counts has been filed in
Call 293-2520
eoway District Court
Roger
Dick,
Daytime
lministrator in the
tate of Hilda Mae Dick.
and 753-7382
Exceptions to this settlebetween
ment must be filed in the
Calloway County District
5-6 p.m.
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 14th day of March.
2007
BRITTHAVEN
of
Linda Avery
Benton is currently
Circuit Court Clerk
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN.
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
We offer competitive
The following estate fidu- wages and an excellent
ciary appointments have benefit package. Must
been made in the be licensed in the State
Calloway District Court of Kentucky. Apply in
All claims against these person at Brilthaven
of
appointments should be
filed with the fiduciary Benton 2607 Main
within are months of the Street Hwy 641 S
date of qualification.
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
Estate of Robert Van
PLEASE
Doren, 516 WIutnell Ave. CALLS
Murray. KY 42071; Case
$07-P-41, Fiduciary: Zane
DISCLAIMER
Van Doren, 516 Whitnell
When accessing the
Ave., Murray. KY 42071;
-help wanted- section
Attorney- William C.
on our classifieds
Adams, III, 291 Main St.,
webpage at
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed, 02-14-2007
murrayledgercont
you will be redirected
Estate
of
Conic
to jobnetwork.corn.
Crittenden Lowry. 1010
By default,
Westgate Dr. Murray, KY
Murray and local job
42071, Case S07-P-44,
listings wtll appear on
Fiduciary- Come L
this website_
Abernathy, 135 Grove
Park Circle( Memphis. TN
However, as a national
38117. Attorney- John
website, not all listings
Gregory, 204 South 6th on the jobnetwork.com
Street. Murray, KY 42071,
are placed through
Appointed. 02-19-2007
the Murray Ledger
ek Tunes Please call
Estate of Ora Lee Farris.
1610 Dodson. Murray. KY
us if you have any
42071, Case 1107-P-42;
questions regarding
Fiduciary, William C.
the Murray area
Adams, III, 291 Main
Street, Murray, KY 42071; job listings Thank you
Attorney, William C.
Adams, III, 291 Main DO you love working
Street, Murray, KY 42071; with kids?
Appointed, 02-14-07
Wee Care Enterprises
Estate of Charles T may be lust the place
Seaborn, 118 Wing Rd for you' Full time posiMurray, KY 42071, Case tions available
*07-P-43.
Fiduciary Apply at.
Victoria Wells, 1294
Sebnng Ctrcle, Elgin, IL Martial Arts America
60120; Attorney Bryan 1413 Olive Blvd.
Ernetberger. 204 South Murray, KY 42071
6th Street. Murray, KY (270)753-6111
42071, Appointed. 02-2107
FULL time position in
busy medical office for
motivated. organized
individual
Applicant
would be responsible
for front office duties,
scheduling. answenng
phones, general cleriGET THIS 1X1 cal duties as well as
assisting in busy optiAD FOR ONLY cal shop Excienence in
this area helpful but not
$75.00 PER
required
M/F.
Excellent
benefits.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-H, Murray.
KY 42071.

MONTH
GALL 753-1916

weddings/seniors
Since 1989
270-753-1001

$-13.1

Lepel Notice
NOWA
Personals
Financial
Roommate *anted
Loot And Found
Help Minted
Positkr Wanted
DorneaK a Childcare
Buganda OC9Ortum11
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Ports
Went To Sr
Articles For Sale
&prance.
Nana Furnishings
Antkres
Lawn & Carden

OOOOOV0,1

IA+'/1 5144
ic?
PRI

910
020
025
030
040
050
060
1370
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
100

UPPERCUTS NAILS
Full Set $20
Fills $12
French $5 more
1104 Story Ave
753-2887

FULL-TIME position
available for LPN, CMA
or Medical Assistant
with clinical experience
in a fast pace family
setting
practice
Monday - Thursday with
occasional Saturdays
package
Benefits
Apply by resume only
with references to
Richard H. Crouch,
MD. 300 South tilth
Street 301E. Murray,
KY 42071

010

010
Lei*
Notice

060

060

Lanal
Room

JNYITA710N TO BID
The Murray Calloway County Hospital hereen ins it.,
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction it
9th Street Parkina_Lot the protect is tor Ow cim-truk:;ma of approximately 28 100 SI of asphalt surface,
ggrkine lot. Pinled is located at the west side of exixtzaliziliail.ArIalituklaix.suat.LarmunXiisal.la.
Sealed Bids will be received In fit-owl:1i Engineenin,ik
1.ritine Inc. 601 N. 4th Street Murrailii
Until 2,00 pm , Central Time 1 Tuesday March lJtit
ZOE. and then at said once publicly opened and read
aloud
The CONTRACT IX)CUMENTS may he es,
the following Itreattor,
Geoterl Enianeenlig & Testing. Inc_ located at 5s.
4th Street Murray. Kentticks 42071 and We-.
jientocky Construction A.ssociation. 1623 St<dsLE,
)21 North Murray KY 42071
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENT:obtained at the office of GimtechIngui 'erltle & •
inc. located at 60LN. 4111-areet. Murray !seta . 42071 upon a non-refundable payment of$50 00 Is, .
PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Murray Calloway
County Hospital. 803 Poplar Street. Murray. KY
42071. has filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
to construct a private parking lot along the west
side of 9th Street south of existing parking list
Location: From Murray Calloway Count
Hospital Medical Arts Building along west side ot
9th street, project site is south of the existing parking lot across the tributary.
Any comments or objections concerning this
application shall be directed to: Kentucky
Division of Water, Water Resources Branch. 14
Reilly Road, Frankfort Office Park. Frankton.
Kentucky 40601. Phone (502)564-340i.

Attention:
MBE/WBE Firm/ W. Rogers Company is preparing
a bid for the City of Murray Biosolids Reduction
Project at the Bee Creek Wastewater Treatment
Plant. Bid date is Tuesday. March 13. 2007
p.m. local time. Opportunities exist for those
involved in the supply of materials and the following specific subcontract trades: Earthwork,
asphalt concrete paving. reinforcing steel erects.r.
miscellaneous metals, high performance painting.
plumbing, electrical and any other materials and
subcontract trades Interested firms should contact W. Rogers Company before March 12, 2007
5:00 p.m. Phone Number 8691 231-6'290, Fax
(859) 231-6296; W. Rogers Company. P() Box
11640, Lexington, KY 40576. W Rogers Companr,
is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
io

PHYSICAL THERAPIST &
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
ASSISTANT
Purchase Area Physical Therapy has an
immediate lull-time position available in
our Murray. facility for a Physical
Therapist
and
Physical
Therapist
Assistant. Outpatient experience with
tihopedic. industrial, and sports popula,ais desireable. Qualifications include
completion
of
National
Board
Certification and Kentucky licensure.
Excellent customer service skills required.
ars commensurate with experience.
lixcel lent benefit package. Qualified appli-tilts send resumes including three referto:
Tommy West
208 South 6th Street
• ay, KY 42071
Fax:(270)759-9501
Email: tgwest@wk.net

Director of Clinic Operations
Expenencea manager needed to help supervise (4) clinic locations of large, multi-specialty
physician group who has a clear vision for the
future and a commitment to success. The successful candidate must have demonstrated
leadership ability and exceptional organizationat, operational and human resource skills,
knowledge of current compliance issues, reimbursement systems, medical office procedures
and policies and be PC literate in Windows
environment The successful, self-motivated
candidate will have proven ability to work effectively with physicians, employees and other
professionals and will possess at least 3 years
of progressive operational leadership, preferably in a multi-specialty medical practice.
Excellent salary and benefits. Send resume
with cover letter stating salary requirements to:
CEO, Internal Medicine Group, 225 Medical
Center Drive, Ste 201, Paducah, KY 42003.

SERVI('E TECH NEEDED
Must have experience in either HVAC,
RV. Al:trine. or :Appliance repair. Starting
pay approximately SI 2 per hour, Contact
270-.354-92 1g for more information.

Itis era ood Resident Manager for the
developmentally disabled has an opening
for a Ii se-inresident manager. Riverwood
is located in Paducah. KY. Must be at least
21
age, haw experience in devel-

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bndge

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 9th
Hours: Thurs -Mon 4PM-9PM
Sun 12PM-8PM

354-6521

.1111111111‘
lisle YAWN
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing experience CaN 800-4560403. P.O Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728
PART-TIME director for
16-voice adult choir.
Send resume, inquiries
to Rev
Aaron Dowdy, 1st
UMC, Clinton, Ky,
42031. Of e-mail
furncoffice0mygalaxyexpress.corn.
PT Fn, Sat, Sun. Good
working
condition.
Great for retiree. Cell
227-5662
SALON & day spa
looking for professional
hair stylist & aesthetician to work in Mayfield
area Call 270-9700118

ROMMed
PHYSICIANS' office
seeks person with
strong insurance background, CPT. ICD-9
coding skills required
with emphasis on reimbursement Experience
with employee benefits
helpful
not
but
required Full time M/F
Excellent
benefits
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-K. Murray,
KY 42071
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
setf-motivated, hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
prowled. Bnng
resume to: Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy
641N., Murray. KY
42071.

opmental Ms:11)1110es area. Excellent fringe
benefits Please forssard resume to Mr.
.Lerrv Hudspeth. Chief Operations Officer.
Four Ris ers Behas ioral Health. 425
Broadway, Paducah. KY 42001. Open
until lulled EOE

Muria\ tourism Commission is accepting applications for the position of
Exectinse Director. Successful candidate most possess a minimum of a
bachelor's degree in related field with
experience in marketing, public relations. e‘tin planning, and management.
Must he proficient in desktop publishing and graphic design. Salary commensurate w uh experience and education. Please submit applications by
March 6. 2007 to: Resumes, Murray
Thurism Commission, PO. Box 321.
Murras. KY 42071.

NOW HIRING

MANAGERS
Restaurant Experience Required

We Otter
• Flexible Flours
• 4411 K Plan
• Paid Vacation
• Health Insurance Available
• College Tuition-Aid Program
• Many opportunities for advancement
Pay based on experience.
Send applications to
P.O. Box 7809. Paducah, KY 42002

VISA
060

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING 411
POSITIONS.
Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.
Promotion from Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
We have restaurants in the following states:
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, & Kentucky

070

Adecco

Wanisd

114E EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE

We will be accepting applications at the Career
Discovery Center on Wednesday. March 7. 2007
froni 800 am to 4:30 pm for prixluction/manufacturmg/light industrial positions. To be considered for
employment, please bnng two forms of identification, one that will establish your identity and one
that establishes your fight to work in this country.
One year of verifiable work history and reference
required. GED or High School Diploma required.
Drug/background screen required.
EOE • M/F/D/V
Computer Operator/Data Specialist for a
growing small business. Potential advancement to department supervisor. Utilize specialized software to manipulate database
files and process customer jobs. Experience
with Databases & Spreadsheets required.
Visual Basic and/or C++ programming
experience helpful. Benefits included. Send
resume and letter of application to
Automated Direct Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G. Murray. KY 42071.

Responsible persons to provide Relief
Provider Services for Developmentally
Disabled/Mentally Retarded adults in the
McCracken and Graves County area.
Applicants must be 21 years old with HS
diploma/GED. Background check required.
Send resume/application to: Terry Hudspeth,
Chief Operations Officer. Four Rivers
Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway. Paducah,
KY 42001. EOE

Murray Senior Citizens Center is seeking
a part-time experienced kitchen supervisor/cook. Early morning shift 6:30 to 12:30.
Dependability is very Important and must
enjoy working with older adults. Apply in
person at the Senior Citizens Center at 607
Poplar St., Monday through Friday,
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in golf.
Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint, Excel and
Internet Salary negotiable based on technical education and Job
expenence. Fax
resume to: (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for lob interview
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
Now Hinng For The
2007 Season
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Repair Shop Clerk
Various part time
posrtions, great for
Retirees/Firefighters.
Beginning March 12
Applications now being
accepted.
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
U S Highway 68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Please Call For
Appointment 270-3546568

LIVE-IN caregiver to
elderly available
270-227-8682

CHILDCARE in my
home. Any age, all
shifts. Walking distance to Murray State,
761-2009 978-2067
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
HOUSEKEEPING
services. 227-3203

FLOWER shop inventory
&
fixtures
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler. Serious
inquines call
270-293-9294

Complus
MDM COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

Want to Buy
ANT1OUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BOAT: Bomber or
Dynatrack. Will pay full
price. 227-1718

WE are a progressive.
highly motivated successful
orthodonic
practice with an immediate need for a fulltime orthodonic assistant. The sucessful
candidate must posses
a positive attitude, a
willingness to learn
new skills, and a dedication to consistently
delivering outstanding
patient care in a stateof-the-art environment_
The individual will work
well within a team,
have a sound work
ethic, and be self-motivated as well as flexible. Duties will include
orthodonic assisting
and patient training and
instruction.
Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 353, Paris. TN
38242

'Buying U.S. silver
& gold coins.

TEMPORARY receptionist needed for busy
doctor's office Medical
office knowledge helpful Must be high energy. extremely self confident and a great multitasker, since this Position is comprised of
many fobs Position
may or may not
become permanent.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-0. Murray.
KY 42071

WASTE oil wanted:
Will pick up.
Drum exchange.
Miller D Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old coins.

293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

3 cushioned couch
$75, 8-1/2x12ft tan
area rug $25. Both are
clean and VGC
767-0884
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Nimes For

Arlkiss
For Sale

AWESOME 48R, 28A
Dowiewxle with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance package',
731444-482e

92 Cougar V-8 tea
sun-roof, new trans
mission NC tires,
ioaded $2 575 OBO
Waseer 753 4109
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow 1 size 8 blue $150
each- 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV
Lai-do people COMpehtve prices Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530

38R,
BEAUTIFUL
28A with fireplace
walnut cabinets & black
appliances'', Call 731an
for
544-9430
appointment'

Prugmery Ma.sogsmort. LIC

One and two bedroom apartments available
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS'

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com

WOW!38R, 2BA **nth
huge great room &
wrap around porchln
Must seel!,

7314849109

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 421171

FREE
DISH Netwerk 4-room
eiteltite
system
s Top 60 chanrq!IS
tor
only
• '4 '4'4 MO
Get your
,a
e
HBO
r ,m a
Star(
Of
wline FREE for 3
ths FREE DVR Or
t,grade Beasley
A
fla & Satellite
4
•e) Teievisions
ri3O
by Olympic
laza Murray to see
large selection of
Televisions
ela y, a LCD OLP &
H1 ,-,
Brands
by
st-14,0
Suny, LG
Zer ,ttf& JVC We also
ade a Large selection
f•I ,
1 ridinMent centers &
TV
carts
Beasley TV 759-0901

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Inc and Iwo Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application,

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.f5
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
prelerence, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race. color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation. or discrimination This newspaper
will
not
knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
informed
that
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal

753-4109
1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, low utilities
Reference required no
pets, $245/mo
753-3949
2BR apartments available Great location 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit no pets

NSF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW OPEN:
RU(.(.I •,s
\II\ I s I oR ‘(.1Hwy. 12IN across from
National Guard Armory
270-799-51110

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Calloway County

753-2905

•ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

2BR duplex. nice,
CI-VA, appliances fur-

Now renting
Located af 7211 S 4th St.

nished Various locations Coleman RE

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

753-9898
2BR duplex

Ultra power
air Almost newt We
have other mobil,'r chairs and
,,,,,ters in stock at
prices
Saer.
I.,
$2 000
11 i

I

port
rPt, stallation
'I) 804 3806 tor

Si

1302-A
Valleywood
$400
month 759-9920 or
293-1446

2BR near MSU. CNA,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

UVE Oak Apts,
Newty Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants

fv11N()L I A Di 200 digiopter with docu
feeder lust Over
,,pies 3 years
▪ s

•

Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fir
Cali today for appoint
ment

it 411

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts

Ambrose

We accept Section
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
Munai

(270) 753-1713
H°61.Ril
in

t
I•51

stools small

8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1 800-648-6056

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$'00 Deposit

IrriN•14(%

1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today?

vyair,iit radii
antlguri
eatr,or ee,t rabie,

,if

84)4j S

vie
kilan

Red
,niay

ir0
▪ narj I It ,,trl
Tve.:
missies ri,11
,
,,05 1 329
r

UNFURNISHED 1 -BR
close to campus ideal
tor one person no
pets available January
3rd 753 5980

*inside climate contro,
storage
•Secunty alarmed
r.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

270-753-4109

2841 lake front property
with deep water dock

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd

I have buyers for hunt
ing land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

ors Equipment

1

(use 40 I )
. 41J
.'006 Rush) Hog
r
(JP,
l/
72-

13,,sr

later
• '()
'0 4'8 1'09
generator
KW
,40
engine
Waukesha
LPG $6450
▪ 70 293 6'19
tractor
KUBOTA
M540e 540P 2WD
OW how.. 1, Woods
Asking
HD mower
S18 000

Noses For Solo]
1495 16x80 3BR 213k
Must
be
moved
$
5998
. hr and new mobile
• mfK of, lots MOVe
r• 'warty Aims, area
• ire-hi2f4 n Jou
•Foi 6 Sir
yiew010I all
,'.'ii"
.0.
OS

I 2

BUILDING For Saki
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1/2 miles from
downtown,
2.588
square feet, 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches Call
753-5856, cell
293-7127

Prop For Rerd
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime loc.a
tion 753-2905
293-1480

acre
,"
1111
3 1 2
town
'53 6012

2BR stove retngerator,
dishwasher,
washer dryer hook-up,
C H A $550 month 1
year lease. 1 month
'ribose No pets
'532259 or 527-8174
q3R 1BA. 1626 Miller,
all appliances/newly
'emodeled. $750/mo
270170-293-4602.
435-4602
3BR 28A very nice.
available immediately
48 Camelot Drive No

pets $750 • deposit
270-293-4602
270 435-4602

3844 foreclosure Buy
for only $19.765 For
listings 800-560-1951
ex! S021
3844 only 1341 month
5°.. down 20 years at
8% APR For 'ratings
800-580-1951 Ext
S891
So,lt$s (iSh SI
Three bedroom, living,

501

dining, kitchen web
dishwasher,
stove,

red
retngerator
hookups, bonus room,
screened porch, picket
fence 761-1317
TWO bedroom 1 belt
stove & redngerator
furnished. washer &
dryer hook up 919 N
16th St $385130
753-6855

4BR, 3 BA HOME
3600 SQ ft living. 3 car
garage, gorgeous
kitchen
vaulted family room.
$305K. North Villa
Subdivision 140
Gentle Dr . Almo
270-759-9015

FORECLOSURE 313H
only $19 765 For listings 800 560 1951 ext
S020

SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC first shots &
wormed
$300-350
270-251-0310

FSBO
4 BR 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293 4183 759-1506
FSBO 3bd 2 1 2
bath 2 940 sq -ft 2
car garage great
neighborhood Priced
below appraisal
$229500 Call
12701217-4265

HORSE QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales 731-514-3632
WANTED Would like
to rent pasture for
livestock
1270)293-5215

1 \1 \11 1
\I
1)1 1(1 11 1 11 1

"'"t)"‘111,-nt'Call 761-414,
ask fin

sill 1111
l'Itt WI 12 I
\I %It II()\

OPEN House
Extraordinary home
1311 Fleetwood Drive
Murray Saturday 12-4
270-759-1946

753-5I1S6
2701527-24)3 I

['Etna*

3BR only $341 month
5°0 down 20 years at
8°0 APR For listings
800-560-1951 Ed
S835

BRICK 1 12 story
home 3br 2-1 2 bath,
2.543 SQ ft on 1 acre
lot $145,900
759-3870

436-5258

see

ISly

Now Renting
5x10 & ioxio
170 2 3-7116

$750 month 759-9046

753-8501

Ati) Local. •
.‘ny (•ondition
(
or terms
tall 761-111MIE
14663 i

1 to 300 acres West
Calloway Owner
Financing 489-2116
leave message

DOG Obedience
436-2858

2BR house lease &
deposit required

WE Hi v Hat s

Acres"

Sugglos

tlr'

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay cash
for good used
furniture

•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

753-8868,

tie to.,1

' piBt,0

S"

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

753-8221

On 111,

108 Rob Mason Road
3 BR, I bath, on beautiful treed lot.
New roof, central HJA, second garage
with work space.
519-0261 or 753-5742

35 ac 32 5 wooded
2 5 grass Right of way
for drive N Calloway
$2 000 per ac firm
227-9288

READY to move in
new construction
under $200.000 3 bdr
2 bath covered front
porch great neighbor
hood We have other
properties also call
'911 , 14

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units

[Ippon Wily Melo
2001 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer Edition
4x4 leather loaded
92,000 miles, $15.200
270-293-6354,
270-437-4185

Used Cars
97 Mitsubishi
Diarnante, leather
seats, sun-roof, lots of
extras. Evenings
759-9455

We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair 8

coverings, siding
••FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icroberlson0 wk.net

Calloway
Trash Seim..

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3,000 miles
Call (270)205-5752

II AUTOMATED BILLING
MI CONTAINERS AVAIL
la RATES STARTING AT
$15.MO

'99 Buick LeSabre.
Leather, CD & cassette
player, good condition,
81.500, $6.000 OBO
270-345-2475

761-37441 293-4049

90
Corolla,
good
engine body, tires &
interior, needs trans
$600.00. 759-1217

emezon
Ceramic and Stone
Tile Installation
Hardwood S Laminate
Flooring Installed
Bathroom Ramociakny
Quality work fair pouts

437-3132
DNJ HANDYMAN

1980 Ford Custom
F150 Automatic, 302
V8 88,000 miles, runs
great, $1.650
270-226-9081

Boats & Motors
1411 Polar Kraft 28 HP
Mariner, trolling motor,
depth finder jackets
$950
Pistol 40 cal Glock,
new, $370 492-6322

Servicesahnd
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-1816
1
1 Stop Construction.
New homes add-ons,
remodeling & all electrical needs Licensed &
insured 978-2758
• YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
•1,• I '+‘•,(
24 14OUR SERVICE
Pc, ( iii
hid
la,cre.ed & Insured
,l

753-9562

MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing
woo:: brick :
crete decks 8 rnrr-

270-227-61160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
iunk & tree work
At Joe s Mower
repair tune-up specials 436-2867
A 1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms. vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nommo 1270)753-9372
or 42701753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2704 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Borer
ASPHALT
paving
sealcoating
maintenance
Mitchell
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113

Dozer work & Track
hoe

We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding roofs,
decks
293-5438

Doan Electrical
Services
and Re•idential
!odd nem,

767-0433- 350-0954

IDSW
P‘INIIM;

Photo provided

DIUGENCE AND WORK AWARDED: The Hazel Lions Club
presented a plaque of appreciation to the owners of La
Casina Mexicana in Hazel for their diligence and work with the
Hazel Lions Club for the past three years. Pictured are Hazel
Lion Joe Thompson, restaurant owners Mario and Chong
Cazares with son Cain,

Horoscope

by lacueline Blvaf

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday, March 5, 2007:
Often this year, your best plans
get waylaid. Learn to use these
penods or problems to your benefit. You could find that another
approach might have been more
appropnate. You feel things on a
much deeper level than you have
in a while. Trust your feelings
more often. A partnership will
star in your year and what goes
on. Remain optimistic and
happy. If you are single. people
have always been important to
you. You will discover that this
trait becomes even stronger this
year. A special person easily
could knock on your door. If you
are attached, the two of you
become even more tightly
enmeshed. LIBRA understands
much more than you think.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positi ye. 3-Average. 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Take your time making
a decision that revolves around
your work and daily life, You gain
FUTRELL'S Tree
sudden insight that encourages
Service
Trimming
removal, you to head in another direction.
stump grinding fire- Your fire and energy rope in
wood Insured 489- many. Tonight: Listen to suggestions, but know that ultimately it's
2839
your shot
HAWS W1--it TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Even and steady work -MAN \GEMENT
that is, if you want to accomplish
• weekly tit rpeivl priLkups as much as you can. Laugh and
• Ioca1l (es ned/operated relax with others. Know when
759-1151 • 293-2783 enough is enough, and pull back.
You might want to rethink a work293-2784
related goal. Tonight: A sudden
invitation. Do you have the energy? Do you have the time?
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Small elcsitisal
*** You come from a grounded spot, but to get the type of
response you want, you might
S,••
75341-14 • 22744644 need to loosen up and relax.
Someone who is spontaneous
but touchy comes up with an offbeat but potentially brilliant idea.
ST001%1111,1%
1.t\DSC11)1\1; Tonight. Ever playful.
& TREF I %RN' CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** The sooner you say what
For all your lawn and
you feel, the better off you will
landscape needs.
be. You could be overwhelmed
293-6369 by all the possibilities and choices You could be a little askew or
LEE'S Carpet
offbeat. Listen to what someone
Cleaning
is sharing. Does it resonate with
"since 1971'
you'? Tonight: Homeward bound.
-Carpets -Upholstery
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Emergency Water
*** Touch base with others,
Removal *Quick
especially if you need to deal
Drying
with finances. Not everyone is on
Free Estimates
the same page as you. You could
753-5827
be surprised at how enlightening
that expenence can be Loosen
METAL installed on up and try another approach or
houses and barns
do something differently. Tonight_
22O-413115 • -1.35-4101

JOE'S JOBS

N
Contact
Damn
phone 270-752-0414

most scrap wrestlers,
dryers, wire, & scrap
metal for it

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.lacqueIlnebigarcom.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Call
&ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

CALL 227:
THE Murray Ledger &

Ida Patrick • Richard Reed

Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although

408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665

persons and companies mentioned herein

'Service After Sale ,

are believed to be reputable, The Murray

'Full Parts Dept

YARD work
Reasonable rates Cat
Terry at 759-1811 or
293-1745

BORN TODAY
Actor Rex Hams (1908), musician Andy Gibb (1958). actor
James Noble (1922)

Turn Your Tax Return Into

We Pick Up II),

Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Visit with a friend.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are the cat's meow
in the morning. Carefully listen to
what is being said. You might be
a bit taken aback by someone's
offbeat thoughts. This person is
more bohemian than you realize
Take stock of your finances
Tonight: Your treat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might be slow to get
going, but once you do, you are
a force to behold. Stopping you
might be close to impossible
You act like a firefly, but someone has very important information -- you need to hear it
Tonight: All action revolvet
around you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
*** Use the a.m for achievement and change. Your choices
mark your life and actions
Dance to another's tune later in
the day. You have very little
choice anyway. A question could
be quite provocative. Consider
the issue. Tonight: Take some
much-needed thinking time.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Take your place at the
head of the class. Others want to
listen -- finally -- and see you
much differently than they have
in a while. You might want to
rethink a decision more carefully
than in the past. Tonight: Where
people are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Read between the lines,
and you'll get answers. You
could be surprised by what you
hear and what becomes a reality_
Someone shakes up your beliefs
and premises. Work with new
information, Tonight: A force to
be dealt with.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Once more, money matters are tossed in your lap. You
might be tired of what you keep
hearing and what the message
is. Truth be told, you aren't going
to change the situation. Gain a
bigger perspective. Tonight
Watch a movie.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others run with the ball
and encourage you to do the
same. Somehow, how you see
that a situation could change
substantially. Think positively
and make what you want happen. Your feelings flow and are
one of your greatest assets
Tonight: With a special person

'Locally Owned &
Operated
1111111111-

MURRAY APPLIANCE
21" 1

\low

• 7--31-1586 •

WE SERVICE

Available
'Now Have

and Most Motor Brand

Climate Control

WARD ELKINS

753-3853

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.

Al) Motor Applion,..
FREE to a good. lov
Eng home male Pug
mix Needs plenty of
running room
Housebroken 270978-0037 after 5Pts4

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
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10 years ago
50 years ago
A record setting 10 inches of
lbe Murray Water System was
nun fell on Calloway County over approved for fluoridation by the
the past two days. according to Murray City Council at its meetJohn Ed Scott, local government ing. Appearing before the counweather observer.
cil at the meeting was a delegaMurray State University Rac- tion with R.L. Cooper presenting
ers won 74-48 over Middle Ten- the request as representative of
nessee and then 88-85 over Austin the Calloway County Health
Peay in basketball games to become Department and the Murray Lions
champions of the Ohio Valley Club.
Conference Tournament and to be
60 years ago
named for a berth in the NCAA
W.Z. Cartera&-chatrcuan of the
Basketball Tournament. High scdli-La -44nd-raising campaign for the Calers for Murray were Chad loway County Chapter of the AmerTownsend in the first game and ican Red Cross with a goal of
Detrei Mayes in the second game. $6,200 for the drive.
20 years ago
Joe T. Lovett was the featured
Murray High School Academ- speaker at the Calloway County
ic Team won the high school Farm Bureau annual meeting held
championship of the Kentucky
March I.
Academic Association Regional
"ELijah- will be the musical
Governor's Cup at Murray State to be presented at Murray Stale
University. Team members are College auditorium on March 9
Ricky Jobs, Bill Maddox, Ken at 3 p.m. with 120 voices to be
Mikulcik, James Westfall, Leslie heard. Prof. L.R. Putnam is the
Loberger and Debbie Rutledge.
director.
Births reported include a boy
Births reported this week
to Larry and Tnna Tuck. Feb. 11
Include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
30 years ago
Miller, Feb. 2; a boy to Mr. and
Over $28,000 worth of traffic Mrs. J.C. Hughes, Feb. 19; a boy
and regulatory and warning signs to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Moore, Feb.
will be installed in the city of 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy
Murray during the next few weeks Merell, Feb. 22; a boy to Mr.
under a federal program designed and Mrs. William Hill, Feb. 23;
to correct and upgrade the signs. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Births reported include a boy Thornton, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. David Suther- W.E. Dodson and a boy to Mr.
land, Feb. 22; a boy to Mr and and Mrs. Leon Boyd, Feb. 24; a
Mrs. Stanley Scott. Feb. 25.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Walk40 years ago
er and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Army specialist 4th Class Garnet Cunningham, Feb. 25.
Phillip R. Turner. son of Mr. and
Marriages announced this week
Mrs. James A. Turner. is serving include Dot Gnffin to Bobby Lee
as a cook with the First Guard Puckett, Feb. I.
Company at Fort Leavenworth,
In high school basketball games,
Kan.
Murray Training Colts lost 43-36
Dr. Morgan Sisk, professor at t St. Mary's Vikings with high
Murray State University. talked scorer being 'Pugh Fuqua for Colts
about "Wild Life of Murphy 's and Earhart for Vikings; Almo WarPond" at a meeting of the Mur- riors won 36-27 over Hazel Lions
ray Kiwanis Club held at the Mur- with high scorers being Brandon
ray Woman's Club house.
for Almo and Denham for Hazel.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 3.
the 62nd day of 2007. There are
303 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 3. 1931. "The StarSpangled
Bannerofficially
became the national anthem ot
the United States.
On this date:
In 1845. Florida became the
27th state.
In 1849, the U.S. Department
of the Interior was established.

In 1887, Anne Sullivan arrived
at the Alabama home of Captain
and Mrs. Arthur H. Keller to
become the teacher for their blind
and deaf 6-year-old daughter,
Helen.
In 1923,Time magazine, founded by Briton Hadden and Henry
R. Luce, made its debut.
In 1945, the Allies fully secured
the Philippine capital of Manila
from Japanese forces during World
War
In 1969, Apollo 9 blasted off
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Neighbors get an eyeful
when nudist steps outside
DEAR ABBY: We have a
male neighbor I'll call 'Flash'
who frequently walks out to
get his newspaper -- or the
mail, or to retrieve something
from his car -- while he's as
naked as the day he was born.
(He's in his late 50s and
divorced.)
Some of the
women
in
the neighborhood
know not to
look toward
Flash's
home
if
•
they're out
Dear Abby for a walk.
They have
discovered
By Abigail
that he is
Van Buren
most likely
in the buff, standing at his
glass door or sitting at his
front office computer with the
door open.
Flash is otherwise a likable
and helpful neighbor. We do
not want to say anything that
might destroy that relationship.
It's not against the law to be
a nudist, or for a woman to
go topless in public in this
city. However, to see a fella
streak to his car is a little surprising and unsettling, even
for another adult.
In the normal course of
things, he may be spotted in
the nude once a week. I can
only assume this goes on daily,
but thankfully, our paths don't
cross more than once a week.
Is this something we should
be concerned about? -- STAR-

from Cape Kennedy on a mission to test the lunar module.
In 1974, nearly 350 people
died when a Turkish Airlines DC10 crashed shortly after takeoff
from Orly Airport in Paris.
In 1987, comedian Danny Kaye
died in Los Angeles at age 74.
In 1991, in a case that sparked
a national outcry, motorist Rodney King was severely beaten by
Los Angeles police officers in a
scene captured on amateur video.

TLED IN AUSTIN, TEXAS
DEAR STARTLED: Yes,

it's something you should be
concerned about. Your neighbor appears to be an exhibitionist -- someone who gets
his kicks from exposing himself. The difference between
an exhibitionist and a naturist
-- someone who enjoys going
to clothing-optional resorts -is the exhibitionist "flashes"
to get sexual pleasure from
shocking people. This is not
true of the naturist.
The incidents of exposure
that you have seen are not
accidents. You would be doing
your community a favor to
photograph Flash in the act
and forward the pictures to
your local police station. A
picture is worth a thousand
words, and he may be breaking the laws against indecent
exposure.
P.S. If women going topless in public in Austin, Texas,
is permissible, it's news to me.
DEAR ABBY: By mutual
agreement, my wife and I
agreed to take in my sisterin-law "temporarily" to help
while she took a work assignment here. It's two years later
and she's still here. She is
arrogant and distant, and we
feel her discontent with putting up with us.
This is our house, and we
dread being here because of
her presence. How do we ask
her to leave? I want to set a
deadline, but my wife says she
cannot be so cruel. Her mother says her government assistance will be jeopardized if
she allows her to move in
with her. I am considering selling our house to get rid of
her, but I'm afraid she would
tag along. -- END OF MY
ROPE IN TEXAS
DEAR

END

OF

long road
DEAR DR. GOT!': I am include dimpling, alteration in
a breast-cancer survivor. My skin color, asymmetry, painful
problem started in July 2001. areas, nipple discharge, lumps
My back was in severe pain. and other less common signs of
Six and a half months later, I breast malignancies.
could not walk. An MR1 proved
Also, women should rememthat I had a tumor in my 1-9 ber that standard mammograms
vertebra, and are not 100 percent accurate;
the vertebra they can miss certain breast
was cracked malignancies. Therefore, if you
and causing have symptoms and your docspinal-cord tor favors waiting, override his
injury. The or het opinion and go for furvertebra was ther testing, including ultrasound
removed. (with or without biopsy) and
The original MR1.
site of the
Thank you for reminding us
was in that early cancer detection is a
I)r Gott cancer
my
right priority that can be life saving.
breast. The
Annual routine mammograms
tumor in the remain an important disease preDr. Peter Gott
breast
had ventive for women during their
spread to my spine. I was asked reproductive years (and, maybe,
how long I had the dimple in beyond). However, more detailed
the right breast. Having large information may be important
breasts, I ignored this dimple if a question of malignancy is
for a while, until it spread and raised.
couldn't walk.
To give you related informaI had spinal surgery, a mas- tion, I am sending you a copy
tectomy, two rounds of radia- of my Health Report "Breast Cantion and seven months of cer and Disorders."
chemotherapy. 1 went back to
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
work January 2003,one year after 62-year-old female whose arms
everything. I am considered and legs have been covered by
handicapped, and, although I can large and small painless bruiswalk. I have extreme nerve dam- es for almost a year now. I take
age and can't do a lot of things a good multivitamin. My docI used to. But I'm alive. So, tor does not respond adequatereaders, please demand that fur- ly when I ask for comments or
ther testing be done on you. assistance on this unsightly new
Maybe even an MR1.
condition.
DEAR READER: I am pubDEAR READER: Although
lishing your letter as a testimo- part of the aging process is thinnial to your courage and posi- ning and easily bruised skin,
tive attitude. I am sure you have spontaneous
(nontraumatic)
had your down moments, but I bruising can also be the conserespect and admire you, so I quence of a bleeding disorder.
will share your experiences with I recommend that your physimy readers.
cian order appropriate blood tests
Your message is worth re- to check for a blood-coagulaaffirming: Women of any age tion problem that may need treatshould report any changes in their ment. Show him or her my
breasts to a responsible medical answer to your concerns.
professional.
Such
changes

MY

The first thing you
and your wife need to do is
be, sure you both agree that
"Sissy" should go. If she doesn't, it could spell the end of
your marriage.
Once you are in agreement,
then the both of you will have
to tell your wife's sister that
it's time this "temporary" living situation came to an end.
Set a date for her to be out,
and post it on her bedroom door.
It may take the help of a sheriff and a formal eviction to
get her out, but if she has a
job, she won't be on the streets.
P.S. Do not expect gratitude from her for the shelter
you have provided. From your
description, she's incapable of
it.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mothROPE:

er, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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Opening lead
king of hearts.
Dummy reversals are not easy to
recognize because, they require
declarer to adopt an unnatural
method of play in order to succeed.
Take this case where South is in
six diamonds and West leads the K-Q
of hearts. Declarer ruffs, and the
question is what to do next.
The most obvious line of play is
to draw trumps and stake the outcome on a spade finesse — essentially a 50-50 proposition. If Last has
the king, the slam is made; if West
has the king, the slam goes down.

However, there is a different
method of play that offers declarer
far better than a 50 percent chance
for the contract — a dummy re% ersal.
lie should therefore reject the spade
finesse and adopt the alternative
approach.
South starts by leading a diamond
to the ten at trick three and ruffs
another heart, then leads a diamond
to the queen and trumps dummy's
last heart.
By this time, since South has led
trumps twice arid ruffed hearts three
times, he has no more trumps in his
hand. He next plays a club to the ace
and cashes the ace of diamonds,
drawing West's last trump while discarding his four ofspades. Ikelarer's
spade loser thus disappears, and he
scores the rest of the tricks with the
K-Q-.1- l0 of clubs and ace of spades.
When dummy first comes down,
it is certainly not obvious to declarer
that his spade loser can e% entually be
discarded on one of dummy's
trumps. That's why dummy reversals
are so often overlooked.
In choosing the dummy reversal
over the spade finesse, it is important
for declarer to first compare the merits of the two lines of play The former approach succeeds whenever the
missing trumps are divided 3-2 -- a
68 percent probability — while the
spade finesse wins only half the time.
so he should opt for the dummy:
reversal.
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